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1. 2016 Triennial Election Resolutions 
(Report Prepared by Dean Heiford) D050-004-016-01 

Purpose 
1. The purpose of this report is for Council to make resolutions required for the 2016 local body 

election process. 

Background 
2. The 2016 Triennial Elections are to be held on Saturday, 8 October 2016. 

3. For the 2016 election, Council is under the Single Transferable Voting system (STV). 

4. There are a number of resolutions that Council must make as per the Local Electoral Act 2001 
(LEA). 

5. These resolutions are: 

a. Appointment of the Electoral Officer (if applicable). 

b. Order of candidate names on the voting document. 

6. Council currently contracts out the processing of the voting documents to electionz.com Ltd. 

Electoral Officer 
7. The Council must have an Electoral Officer appointed at all times.  The Electoral Officer remains in 

office unless they resign, are replaced or die.  Dean Heiford is the current Electoral Officer. 

8. The Electoral Officer is an officer of Parliament when undertaking their duties, not an employee of 
the local authority. 

Early Processing of Voting Documents 
9. The LEA allows for processing of the voting documents as they are received. 

10. The voting documents are processed with the information held in a secure database. 

11. No aggregation of the information is allowed until after midday on Saturday, 8 October 2016. 

12. The decision for early processing is now at the discretion of the Electoral Officer, it no longer 
requires a resolution of Council. 

13. The Electoral Officer has confirmed with the election processing contractor that early processing 
will be in place for the 2016 election. 

Order of Candidate Names 
14. Council has three options for the order of names on the voting document; alphabetical, pseudo 

random and random. 

15. For the 2013 Triennial Elections, Council resolved to have the order of candidate names on a 
random basis. 

16. This was seen as fairer for the candidates and did not seem to present any issues for the public. 

17. If no decision is made the order reverts to an alphabetical listing. 
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General 
18. The processing of the voting documents has previously been contracted out to electionz.com Ltd.  

This contract operated well for the 2013 Triennial Election.  A contract for these services from 
electionz.com has been completed for 2016. 

19. Attached is a copy of the election timetable as per the current LEA. (Refer Appendix 1). 

20. There may be some minor process changes as the Local Electoral Regulations (LER) have not 
been published to date. 

21. Any changes are expected to be confirmed in April 2016 in time for the election process. 

22. Any material changes will be reported to Council. 

23. If you have any questions or queries please contact the Electoral Officer or the Chief Executive. 

RECOMMENDED 
1. That the report be received. 

2. That Council resolve in relation to the 2016 Triennial Elections: 

2.1. That it be noted that Dean Heiford is the Electoral Officer for Council.  
2.2. That the order of candidates’ names on the voting document be in random order. 
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Appendix 1 
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2. Cook 250th Anniversary Celebrations 2019/2020 
(Clrs Jerram/Brooks/Andrews) (Report Prepared by Dean Heiford) A200-003-07 

Purpose 
 The purpose of this report is to update Council on progress with the proposed Captain Cook 250th 1.

Anniversary commemorations in December 2019 and January 2020 and beyond. 

Background 

 The 250th Anniversary of Captain James Cook arriving in New Zealand is between October 2019 2.
and March 2020.  

 The key time for Marlborough to commemorate this anniversary is January 2020.  Cook spent a 3.
significant proportion of his time in New Zealand in the Marlborough Sounds. 

 This will be a national event with commemorations across the country recognizing the meeting of 4.
two cultures and the scientific, environmental and cultural impacts that these had on the formation 
of modern New Zealand. 

 A number of Trusts have been formed focussing on these events in the key areas associated with 5.
the arrival of Captain Cook; Gisborne, Mercury Bay and the Bay of Islands.  The same is being 
proposed for Marlborough. 

 The Ministry of Culture and Heritage (MoCH) have been charged with developing and coordinating 6.
the events with the various parties. 

 No government funding has been confirmed to date but the MoCH has been requested to develop 7.
a funding proposal for the 2016 Government budget round.  The landing site trusts are also 
pursuing other funding options. 

 It is recognized that this is an event of great potential for domestic and international tourism 8.
interest. 

Marlborough Commemorations Progress 
 Although not the place of first contact between Cook and Maori Marlborough is by far the most 9.

significant site of Cook history in New Zealand and has an opportunity to achieve considerable 
immediate and on-going benefits from the commemorations.  There is also the potential to link 
these events to the internationally significant site of early human settlement at the boulder bank.  
The heart land for two voyaging peoples. 

 A number of initial planning meetings were held that included key people from Marlborough, Iwi, 10.
MoCH, heritage and other organisations.  Representatives from Te Ha (Gisborne) attended one of 
the meetings to share their progress and ideas to date.  This proved very useful to gain a focus and 
direction for Marlborough. 

 An independent facilitator was engaged to pull all of the ideas together into a plan and vision for 11.
Marlborough; 

“Dual Heritage - Shared Future” 

He rae ki te rae, he ihu ki te ihu, 
 te hau ka rere, te hā ka tau. 

A meeting of peoples, a mixing of cultures, a blending of heritage, a sharing of future. 

 There were a number of Marlborough priorities and work streams that were identified; 12.
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a. To commemorate Marlborough as the first New Zealand base for both Polynesian and British 
explorers  

b. To commemorate the relationships formed in Totaranui by the meetings between Maori and 
the British during Cook’s visits between 1770 and 1777  

c. To engage and inspire New Zealanders and the World to understand and share the stories 
of our unique place and people that shaped our nation  

d. To create legacies to enhance the wellbeing of future generations 

 The work streams identified are; 13.

a. Voyaging  

b. Education  

c. Arts, culture & heritage  

d. Ecological restorations  

 A further theme ‘2019 Events’ will be integrated across those listed above.  There is public 14.
consultation to be undertaken to identify other items within these themes.  The Marlborough centric 
commemorations Dual Heritage / Shared Future will need more detailed input from the consultation 
and in depth discussions with interested parties. 

 The Marlborough based Trust for the commemorations is in the process of being formed.  15.
Dr John Hellstrom has been nominated as one of the Co-Chairs with Iwi to appoint the other.  
Dr Hellstrom and Councillor Jerram have been progressing this with the interested parties. 

 Dr. Hellstrom and Council staff represented Marlborough at a voyaging meeting in Auckland on 16.
27 November 2015 – this was to explore the options for various vessels, waka and vaka to visit key 
sites during the commemorations.  The MoCH are assisting with a Government to Government 
discussion on the availability of the replica of the Endeavour for some of the commemorations. 

Project Management and Funding 
 Cabinet have agreed that the MoCH will coordinate a national group for the commemorations and 17.

that the MoCH is to submit a budget for the 2016 Government Budget process for the 
commemorations. 

 The level of funding being requested and any other requirements of the participating communities 18.
and organisations to access Government funding are unknown at this stage.  It is anticipated that 
there will be local funding required to access Government funding and to cover those items not 
funded centrally. 

 The proposed Marlborough Trust for the commemorations will also seek sponsorship and 19.
cofounding for various elements of the commemorations. 

 Council staff are assisting with coordination and support until funding / staffing decisions are made 20.
in the 2016 Government and Council budgets. 

 MDC will need to consider budget provisions in the 2016/17 Annual Plan process.  There will be 21.
the need for project management and event funding and a paper contemplating this will be on the 
Council budget agenda.  There is no capacity within current budgets and staffing to support this 
long term project. 

 A further meeting of key people and organisations for the Marlborough commemorations will be 22.
held in mid-February 2016. 
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Summary 
 Significant progress has been made in planning for the Marlborough Cook 250th Commemorations 23.

in 2019/20.  The formation of a Trust to further the planning and development of these events is 
underway. 

 Government coordination and funding for the national commemorations and coordination is being 24.
considered in the 2016 Government budget process. 

 Council needs to consider financial and organisational support for the commemorations. 25.

RECOMMENDED 
1. That the report be received. 
2. That Council endorse, in principle, the formation of the proposed Trust for the Marlborough 

Cook 250th commemorations and the priorities and work streams for the commemorations. 
3. That a budget paper be prepared for the 2016/17 Annual Plan outlining the potential funding, 

project and event management required for the project. 
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3. MIA On-street Dining  
(Clr Sloan) (Report Prepared by Dean Heiford)  R800-009-01, PN406529#02 

Purpose  
 To seek Council approval for MIA to establish an on-street dining area at 14 Scott Street.  1.

Background  
 MIA currently operates a restaurant/wine cellar at 14 Scott Street.  2.

 The restaurant owner would like to establish an outdoor dining area of 25m2 (three carparks) on 3.
Scott Street adjacent to the restaurant. A meeting was held with the owners on site and an 
agreement was reached to reduce the number of carparks that they had originally requested from 
three to two to help minimise the impact of lossing carparking space. 

 The owner would have tables and chairs within the area but none on their frontage to improve 4.
access between their restaurant and the new dining area.  

 The owner would lease the area and meet any costs of development.  5.

Discussion  
 The MIA owner has submitted a proposal and has been asked to approach those businesses that 6.

would be affected by the loss of carparks. (Proposal attached) 

 The current proposal has been submitted to Council staff, Marlborough Roads and Council’s 7.
property managers.  

 The amended proposal asks that two of the seven angle carparks be developed into an on street 8.
dining area.  (Aerial photo attached – blue area is restaurant, red area proposed carpark 
occupation, yellow existing outdoor dining areas). 

 There has already been contact with Council from adjacent businesses querying how to become 9.
involved in the process as they do not wish to lose these carparks.  These carparks have a high 
turnover and are well used by the public.  There are two off street carparks on Kinross Street within 
100m of the restaurant. 

 There are already two other areas along Scott Street that have been developed for outside dining 10.
and have reduced the parking along Scott Street.  One is currently unused as the restaurant has 
since closed. 

 All costs involved in establishing the area will be met by the restaurant owner. Any regulatory 11.
issues, including alcohol licensing, will need to be addressed by the owners.  

 If approved by the Committee, the owner will be required to take out an Occupation Licence with 12.
Council’s property managers for the lease of the area.  

 The final design and layout could be delegated to Clr Sloan and Council staff to approve.  13.

Summary  
 The MIA restaurant owner would like to add an outdoor dining area to their restaurant on 14.

Scott Street.  

 This will result in the loss of two carparks but will add further ambience to the Blenheim CBD.  15.

RECOMMENDED  
No recommendation pending discussion by the Committee.  
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Submission by 

 MIA NZ Limited 

to the 

Marlborough District Council 

on the Outdoor Dining Permit 

13/01/2016 

MIA Dining and Wine cellar 

14 Scott Street, Blenheim 7201 
Background  
Marlborough is the Jewel in the crown of the NZ Wine industry and attracts both domestic and 
international guests. As an experienced independent Owner/Operator of a newly established hospitality 
business (Fine Dining Restaurant) here in Blenheim, one which has already been granted a licence to 
offer Outdoor Dining. 

MIA, Marlborough’s truly unique Wine and Food destination. We offer a diverse and comprehensive wine 
selection by taste / glass / bottle / half case to complement our innovative, professional and modern 
approach to NZ Cuisine. MIA’s vision is to promote the wonderful diversity and bounty of this wonderful 
region. 

We believe that the services which we provide are being accepted and received very well both by 
domestic and international guests, testament to this is the incredibly high number of comments made 
directly to us, emails received, Facebook reviews and Trip Advisor ratings paying tribute to our food, 
service and the dining experience we offer.  

Proposed Concept - Alfresco Dining  
The proposed concept of outdoor dining is especially popular given Blenheim’s wonderful climate and 
favourable conditions. In order to promote and accommodate this activity we request ordinances 
permitting it (three car parks). 

Having spoken to the business owners and tenants here in Scott Street, the vast majority agree that for 
the future growth and prosperity of the precinct, development of urban street scapes and proactive 
activities will help to infuse the vibrancy and “life” which is necessary to achieve this goal. 

We believe that Alfresco dining and hospitality services plays an integral role in Scott Street. We provide 
vibrancy, ambience, and vitality not only to our domestic and international guests, but for the many local 
residents and ratepayers within our community who enjoy the opportunity to sit and relax in a well 
maintained and professionally operated outdoor environment. 

Thus bringing in more appreciative audiences who are much more likely to make the area a destination 
for whatever retail services that they may require. The overall objective is to generate more foot traffic 
and improved business activities for all our neighbours and business operators. A thoughtful and 
collective approach is the obvious path towards achieving this.  

Layout and design 
Tables – 4 (1200 x 2m) Chairs – 24 
Planter Boxes – 2.4/600 as barriers Umbrellas – 2m span 

Recommendation  
The suggested price by APL $31.00 - $32.00 per square metre, which is reasonable for the business to 
absorb with your consideration to our proposed concept. We will be requiring 25 square metres which is 
equal to three car parks to get an overall Outdoor environment. 

JETTI WALKER 
Managing Director  
(MIA NZ Limited) 
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4. Parking Building – Naming of Foyer  
(Clrs Andrews/Brooks) (Report Prepared by Dean Heiford)  R800-002-03  

Purpose  
 The purpose of this report is for Council to reconsider a proposal from Mr Phil Brown on the naming 1.

of the northern foyer of the parking building.  

Background  
 Mr Brown submitted to the 2014/15 Annual Plan proposing that Council name the parking building 2.

to acknowledge the former use of the site and the association with the Lucas family.  

 This was declined by Council (Minute C.13/14.417(50)).  3.

 Councillors Andrews and Brooks sought the leave of Council to explore other options with 4.
Mr Brown to recognise the Lucas family within the parking building.  

Previous Proposal 
 The Councillors worked with Mr Brown on a suitable history board in line with the other history 5.

interpretation panels in the Blenheim CBD. 

 The board was to be put in the Northern foyer of the Parking Building.  Mr Brown had offered to do 6.
this at his expense if Council will continue to maintain the board once installed.  This had been 
agreed in principle by Council staff.  

 Mr Brown had also proposed that the Northern foyer of the building could be named the “Lucas 7.
Brothers Foyer” to further enhance the connection between the site and the Lucas family. The 
proposed wording and layout required the removal or relocation of the blue “P” symbol from its 
current location in the white panel above the entrance doors. 

 Council considered the layout and naming proposal at the Committee meeting on 10 March 2015.  8.
The concept was approved and staff were requested to bring back final location and wording 
options for the two proposals. (Minute A.14/15.329) 

New Proposal  
 Councillor Brooks has been working with Mr Brown and staff on a final proposal.  Due to costs the 9.

history panel in the northern foyer has been identified as the best option at a value of $2,500 plus 
GST.  Mr Brown has offered to pay half the costs with Council meeting the balance and 
undertaking the planning and installation.  The proposed location (Image 1) and format (Image 2) 
are attached. 

 Council has no budget for these works but Council’s share could be met out of underspent 10.
maintenance budget for the parking building. 

Summary 
 Clrs Andrews and Brooks have been working with Mr Brown to further his proposal to recognise the 11.

Lucas family involvement with the parking building site.  

 The installation of the history panel has been clarified for both parties.  12.

RECOMMENDED  
1. That Council agree to the proposed history panel in the Northern foyer of the Parking 

Building. 
2. That the costs be split 50/50 between Council and Mr Brown.  
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Image 1 – Proposed Location 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 2 - Format 
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5. 2016-17 Annual Plan Consultation Document: 
Consultation Plan 

 (Clr Leggett) (Report Prepared by Neil Henry) F230-A16-02 

Purpose 
 To agree to the details of the proposed public consultation for the forthcoming 2016-17 Annual Plan 1.

Consultation Document. 

Background 
 Councils are required to prepare and adopt an Annual Plan (AP) for each financial year (Local 2.

Government Act (LGA), s95) and must consult in a manner that gives effect to the ‘Special 
Consultative Procedure’ before adopting the Plan.  However, recent changes to the Act means that 
consultation is not required if the proposed AP does not include significant or material differences 
from the content of the Long Term Plan (LTP) for the financial year to which the proposed AP 
relates. 

 An assessment has been made of the items that will be included in the forthcoming Budget Agenda 3.
for the 25 February Council meeting, and the proposals, if agreed, are deemed to be significant or 
material, so consequently preparations are being made for the production of a Consultation 
Document (CD) for the forthcoming AP.  An example of the type of item that may be included is the 
establishment of a Zone Levy for the North West Extension to Blenheim. 

 The purpose and content of the CD for an AP is described in s.95A of the LGA and it differs to the 4.
more comprehensive requirements for LTP CD in that it focuses on changes to the LTP. 

a. Purpose: to identify significant or material differences from the LTP in the proposed AP, to 
explain them in a manner that can be readily understood, and to initiate discussions between 
Council and its community. 

b. Content: must explain: the differences from the LTP, including variations from financial or 
funding impact statements; new spending proposals, including the costs and how they will be 
met; proposals to substantially delay or not proceed with a significant project; and also 
outline the consequences of these issues. 

 The CD must be presented in a concise and simple manner, and must not contain or attach a draft 5.
of the AP, a full draft of any policy or other detailed information. Any supporting documents 
containing information relied on in the plan must be made available, and this information must be 
adopted. 

 In 2015, the following consultation methods were used: 6.

a. Printing and distributing a summary of the CD to all households 

b. Printing a copy of the full CD, and making it available in key locations such as Council 
offices, libraries etc 

c. Publishing a Public Notice in the local newspaper 

d. Councillors attending places where the public gather, such as markets, supermarkets and 
libraries, to discuss the proposals 

e. Publishing media releases about the proposals 

f. Radio advertising 

g. Providing copies of the CD to Councillors so it can be distributed to local communities 

h. Attending or hosting presentations upon request, eg; Federated Farmers 
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 The key consultation dates are as follows: 7.

 

Comments 
 On the basis that decisions are made to agree proposals that are a significant or material 8.

difference in 2016-17 compared to the adopted LTP, the following consultation is proposed:  

 Activities When 
 Consultation Document  

1. Consultation Document to made available in Council offices, 
libraries and on the Council website and upon request. After 7 April 2016 

 Written material, advertising etc  

2. Public notice 7 April 2016 

3. Media releases outlining CD proposals, opportunities for 
submission for local and community newspapers March-May 2016 

4. Radio advertising During submissions period 

5. Paid newspaper advertising (Council pages) outlining CD 
proposals, opportunities for submission March-May 2016 

6. Council website and social media – key documents and Twitter 
alerts During submissions period 

 

 

 

New rates effective  
from 1 July 2016 

Annual Plan adopted and rates set 
for 2016-17 rating year  

- 30 June 2016 

Consultation Document Submissions  
close - 9 May 2016 

Consultation Document Submissions  
open – 7 April 2016 

2016-17 Consultation Document adopted for consultation – 
7 April 2016 

Council considers 2016-17 Annual Plan Budget 
– 25 February 2016 

 

Consultation Document Submission hearings 
7 - 9 June 2016 

Council considers Consultation 
Document submissions on  

- 13 June 2016 
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 Activities When 
7. Advertising space on Council bin trucks (tbc) During submissions period 

 Opportunities for Councillors to meet the public  

8. Public libraries During submissions period 

9. Markets, supermarkets etc During submissions period 

10. Community meetings During submissions period 

11. Consultation with Iwi During submissions period 
 

 This proposed list of actions is similar to the approach to consultation for the 2015-25 LTP, except: 9.

a. The CD will be significantly shorter than the one produced for the LTP.  This is because:  

· the content requirements are different, eg; no requirement infrastructure or financial 
strategy summaries, and  

· the level of detail required is less for the AP consultation document, eg; no requirement 
for discussion of options, except for any significant items that are deemed to be 
‘amendments to the LTP’.     

Consequently, the CD will likely be a significantly shorter document and a summary 
document may not be required. 

b. Clr Arbuckle has again offered to co-ordinate the arrangements for Councillors to meet the 
public.  He has raised the possibility of Councillors participating in discussions with Iwi as 
part of the consultation process.  This opportunity has been captured in the list above for 
discussion by the Committee. 

 Those submitters who request it will be able to present their views to Council at the Annual Plan 10.
hearings on 7-9 June, with decisions made by Council on 13 June.  The final Annual Plan will be 
adopted at the Council meeting on 30 June. 

Summary 
 Recent changes to the LGA mean that whilst councils are required to adopt an Annual Plan, 11.

consultation is only required if there are significant or material differences from the content of the 
LTP for the financial year to which the proposed AP relates.   

 An assessment has been made of the items that will be included in the forthcoming Budget agenda 12.
for the Council meeting on 25 February, and the proposals, if agreed, are deemed to be significant 
or material, so consequently preparations are being made for the production of a CD. 

 The consultation period, if required, will take place from 7 April – 9 May 2016. 13.

 A CD, if required, will be produced in accordance with the requirements of the LGA. As the content 14.
requirements are different to that for a LTP CD, it is likely to be a shorter document than the CD 
produced for the 2015-25 LTP. 

 A consultation programme, similar to the 2015-25 LTP consultation, has been devised.  One key 15.
difference for discussion is the possibility for Councillors to engage directly with Iwi on the content 
of the CD. 

RECOMMENDED 
That the proposed 2016-17 Annual Plan Consultation Document is adopted. 
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6. Zone Levies 
(Clr Leggett)  (Report Prepared by Martin Fletcher) F230-A16-05 

Purpose 
 The purpose of this report is to recommend the conversion of the current Zone Levies applicable to 1.

developments in the North West Zone to Development Contributions. 

Background 
 Currently Zone Levies are charged as Financial Contributions on the North West Development 2.

Zone under the provisions of the Wairau/Awatere Resource Management Plan. Judge Kenderdine, 
Environment Court Judge, confirmed the appropriateness of these provisions in her 20 November 
1997 judgement. 

 In general terms these levies recover the “within subdivision development costs” that would 3.
normally be met by the developer. The reason Council incurred these costs is that the North West 
Zone had multiple property owners. As a result, while individual property owners could have done 
their own developments, it would have resulted in inefficient development across the whole Zone. 

 Instead Council has provided the core infrastructure (water, stormwater, sewerage and roads) and 4.
through the Zone Levy has sought to recover these costs. 

 This contrasts with the situation where a large development is owned by one developer eg: 5.
“Colonial Vineyard” and “Boulevard Park on Taylor” and core infrastructure is all within their 
subdivision and the developer meets the costs.  Zone Levies are not charged. 

 As signalled in the Long Term Plan development process Development Contribution Levies for the 6.
recent North West Zone extensions are in the process of development. 

Why Change? 
 As Councillors are aware, Council is in the process of reviewing its Resource Management Plan. 7.

Currently the Draft Plan makes no provision for charging financial contributions. 

 Also there is an amendment to the Resource Management Act 1991 working its way through the 8.
Select Committee process. The Bill, if enacted, removes Council’s ability to charge financial 
contributions and currently doesn’t include any transition provisions. 

 As a result of the above two initiatives there is a need to include the policy for charging Zone 9.
Levies on the current North West Zone into Council’s Development Contributions Policy. 

 In addition, there is the equity issue. Zone Levies totalling $3,574,173.14 have been collected to 10.
date with a further $600,843.92 to be recovered. To treat those developers who have paid the Zone 
Levy to date equitably, those landowners who have yet to develop should also pay their share of 
Council costs. 

Summary 
 Zone Levies recover the costs incurred by Council in the efficient subdivision of multi owner areas 11.

of land. Normally these costs are borne by the developer as they relate to “within subdivision” 
water, sewerage, stormwater and roads. 

 Large “single owner” subdividers who provide all their own “within subdivision” infrastructure are 12.
not charged Zone Levies. 

 With the upcoming changes to Council’s Resource Management Plan and legislation and the need 13.
to retain equity, there is the need to replicate the current Zone Levy Policy in Council’s 
Development Contribution Policy. Developers in the North West Zone will not face any additional 
costs as a result of the change. 

RECOMMENDED 
That Council agree to establish the current North West Zone Levy as a Development Contribution 
Levy. 
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7. Marlborough District Libraries Activity Report - 
December 2015 

(Clrs Sloan/Brooks) (Report Prepared by Glen Webster) L300-018-001-02 

Purpose 
 The purpose of this report is to update Council on the operations of the Library services. 1.

Systems Thinking 
 Staff continue to refine processes relating to various collections and procedures. 2.

 Collections include DVDs and magazines. 3.

 Processes include purchase requests (obtaining material not currently held in the collections),                   4.
overdue items, cash management and acquisitions. 

 Decisions are based from the customers’ point of view.  5.

Picton Christmas Parade 
 Picton Library staff entered the Picton Christmas Parade. 6.

 The Picton Library float, consisting of a Bookworm, won third prize in the Business Float Category. 7.

New Picton Library and Service Centre 
 The preliminary design stage work is progressing for the new Picton Library and Service Centre - 8.

Waitohi Whare Mātauranga me Te Tari Tautoko.  

 The design team will continue to work through the preliminary/developed/detailed design stages of 9.
work between January and June 2016.  

 Following this, tenders will be called for from local contractors, the tender will be awarded, and 10.
construction will commence.  

Summer Reading Programme 
 Once again the libraries have hosted very successful Summer Reading 11.

Programmes. This year’s theme being, “Get carried away with books”. 

 Early enrolments were accepted from children participating in Reading 12.
Recovery programmes throughout schools in the region, resulting in 31 
children enrolling.  

 This summer the Marlborough District Library offered a total of 220  13.
places and a total of 203 children completed the programme. 

 Picton Library offered 46 places. 14.

 Children came in with their families and shared with the librarians the great library 15.
books they had been reading.  

 Stickers for their reading folders and little incentive prizes were given out for their 16.
effort.  

 Staff endeavoured to help children with their book selection and encourage fun recreational 17.
reading.  

 Reluctant readers were assisted to find books they would enjoy and at the right reading level.  18.
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 Staff encouraged children to try different genres to help expand their reading horizons. 19.

 Most children love to talk and have some individual attention with staff. This is such a great way to 20.
develop a love of reading by sharing their reading adventures. 

 Holiday story and craft session days had the libraries full to bursting.  21.

 Sessions were very popular with both the locals and holiday makers.  22.

 Grandparents especially came to see what was on at the Library as the sessions were a perfect 23.
holiday activity for them to take their grandchildren to. 

 This year the District Library staff decided to take the prize-giving back to Pollard Park Rose 24.
garden which could accommodate the numbers easily.  

 

 Two sessions were held in the afternoon with approximately 100 children attending each session.  25.

 The children were asked to participate in a scavenger hunt, with an option of an easier or more 26.
challenging version. Once they had completed this they went into a spot prize draw.  

 A simple fresh fruit and vegetable platter with some potato chips were served and lots of water (the 27.
temperature was about 30 degrees!).  

 The children were presented with their certificates, medals and book prizes. Each child received an 28.
ice-block at the conclusion of the party. 
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 Picton Library once again held their finale party in the Picton School Hall. The hall was filled with 29.
balloons for run around activities and the children were able to make their own hot air balloons.  

 

 It was a pleasure for staff to see lots of local families 30.
come together and support their children through their 
library. 

Levity Beet, the children’s singer songwriter and maker 
of musical instruments made from recycled materials, 
entertained a huge crowd of children and adults at 
separate sessions held at the Picton Library and 
Marlborough District Library. 

January Statistics 
 The following statistics were recorded: 31.

District Library  

  Checkouts  Checkins  

TOTAL 
TRANSACTIONS      

per day  
Door 
Count 

5-Jan   2,951   3,176   6,127   1,552 
6-Jan   1,356   1,472   2,828   1,019 
7-Jan   1,376   1,439   2,848   997 
8-Jan   1,524   1,393   2,917   1,165 

Picton Library 

  Checkouts  Checkins  

TOTAL 
TRANSACTIONS      

per day  
Door 
Count 

5-Jan   376   642   1,018   369 
6-Jan   162   205   367   311 
7-Jan   195   195   390   251 
8-Jan   219   167   386   338 
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Usage Statistics 
 December  2015 Statistics: 32.

 Checkouts Reference 
Enquiries 

Door Count 
(Visits) 

Holds (Reserves) 
Placed 

District Library, Blenheim 30,154   622 19,892 visits  1,214 holds 
Branch Library, Picton   4,712    828   6,567 visits    398 holds 
E-Resources      885       
TOTAL 35,751  1,450   26,459 visits   1,612 holds 

Membership 
 The number of members who joined the libraries in December was: 33.

    District Library, Blenheim 93 
    Branch Library, Picton 23 
   TOTAL 116 

Website Site Hits -   www.marlboroughlibraries.govt.nz  
 During the one month period (1 December – 31 December 2015) the libraries website recorded 34.

2,490 unique visitors accessing the website, with 9,507 pages viewed. 

Internet Usage – Aotearoa People’s Network Kaharoa (APNK) 
 The number of in-library computer sessions recorded in December 2015 were:  35.

District Library, Blenheim  2,146 
Branch Library, Picton 1,072 
Total 3,218 

Wi-Fi Usage – The total number of Wi-Fi user/device sessions in December 2015 were: 

District Library, Blenheim 3,157 
Branch Library, Picton 2,303 
Total                                          5,460 
 

RECOMMENDED 
That the report be received.  
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8. Targeted Tourism Rate 
(Clr Leggett)  (Report Prepared by Murray South) F230-A16-05 

Purpose 
 The purpose of this report is to review Council’s current targeted tourism charge rating policy and 1.

the property type levies prior to the 2016-17 year. 

Background 
 The current policy is: 2.

“A targeted tourism rate is calculated on the basis of a fixed amount per separately used or 
inhabited part of a rating unit set differentially for the following land uses to enable Destination 
Marlborough to market Marlborough. A CPI adjustment of 2% has been applied to the previous 
charges. Marketing and Tourism is included under the Regional Development Activity. 

Properties used for residential batches or other dwelling units that are advertised for short term 
rental accommodation and properties used for commercial rental accommodation where less than 
30 people can be accommodated - $203 GST incl. 

Properties used for commercial rental accommodation where 30 or more people can be 
accommodated – $312 GST incl. 

Properties used for tourism activities (excluding the two groups above) - $227 GST incl”. 

 Under current rating policy there are 23 properties that are levied targeted charges under both the 3.
tourism activity group ($227) and the accommodation group ($203). If the levy is reduced this 
would reduce the grant to Destination Marlborough. 

 A submission was received during the 2015-16 Long Term Plan requesting that a business with a 4.
single brand with different products be rated once as a tourism activity. 

 A Targeted Tourism Charges paper was presented to the 6 October 2015 Community & Finance 5.
Committee. 

 The Committee resolved “That the current rating policy and the property type levies be reviewed 6.
prior to the 2016-17 year.” 

Proposal 
 Subsequent to the Committee meeting Clrs Leggett and Shenfield met to progress this review. 7.

They have proposed that the Tourism Charges Policy be amended for the 2016-17 year so that 
where a tourism operator operates in two or more tourism groups, only the highest applicable 
tourism charge will be levied.  

 A tourism operator currently levied both a targeted tourism activity and an accommodation tourism 8.
charge would then be levied only for the higher tourism activity charge. 

RECOMMENDED 
That Council agree to change the current Tourism Charges Policy by adding the following 
paragraph at the end of the policy: 

"Where a tourism operator operates in two or more of the groups above, only the highest 
applicable group charge will be levied". 
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9. Rating Definition of Separately Used or Inhabited Part of 
a Rating Unit (SUIP) 

(Clr Leggett) (Report Prepared by Murray South) F230-A16-05 

Purpose 
 The purpose of this agenda item is to review and update Council’s definition of “Separately used or 1.

inhabited part (SUIP) of a rating unit” in the Funding Impact Statement section of the Annual Plan.  

Background 
 The Society of Local Government Managers recently commissioned Simpson Grierson to review 2.

and provide advice on the definition of a SUIP, which forms the basis of this technical paper. 

 “Separately used or inhabited part of a rating unit” (SUIP) is a lawful factor for the uniform annual 3.
general charge and targeted rates under the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 (the Rating Act). 
However, the term is no longer defined in legislation as it previously was in the Rating Powers Act 
1988.1 What the legislation does require if a Council wishes to use SUIP as a factor, is for the 
Council to set out its definition in its Funding Impact Statement. 

 This means it is for each Council to define SUIP. Over time this has come to include expressions 4.
such as “parts of a rating unit which are or are capable of being separately used or inhabited”. 
This reflects the impracticality of confirming whether separate parts of a rating unit are actually 
occupied or inhabited as at 30 June for the purposes of rating on that factor in the following 
financial year. Often, a definition using this expression will also specify characteristics of a property 
(such as kitchen facilities and separate external entrances) as proof of the capability for separate 
use or inhabitation.  

 This has given rise to some legal challenges on the grounds that capability of separate use or 5.
inhabitation is not actual separate use and that a literal interpretation of the term as it is used in the 
legislation requires actual separate use etc. 

 A related consideration is that in Blair v Upper Hutt City Council2, the High Court has taken a very 6.
rigorous approach to the evidential basis upon which such matters should be determined3. As a 
result, the primary definition of a SUIP should avoid reference to capability or availability for 
separate occupation. 

Current Policy 
 Council’s current Funding Impact Statement Includes: 7.

· “Council has the following policies to determine what constitutes a “separately used or 
inhabited part of a rating unit”: 

o That in situations where a rating unit contains both a commercial or industrial type use, and a 
residential or rural type use, they will be treated as two separate uses and be assessed 
two sets of charges, except for those predominantly residential properties where the owner 
of the commercial/industrial operation resides on the same rating unit. 

o For those predominantly residential rating units where the owner of the rating unit resides 
and operates a business or businesses (including a homestay or farmstay activity) from the 

1 Section 24(2) provides that for the purposes of separate uniform charges for water supply or waste collection, 
separately used or inhabited parts of a property or building included a portion of a separately rateable property used 
or inhabited by any person, other than the rateable occupier, having a right to use or inhabit that portion by virtue of a 
tenancy, lease, licence or other agreement. 
2 Blair v Upper Hutt City Council HC Wellington CIV-2005-485-2268, 22 December 2008. 
3 The case actually related to categorisation for differential rating purposes, but the same approach could be 
expected to apply to determining a SUIP. 
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same rating unit, they will be assessed only one uniform targeted charge for geographic 
area general-type works.  

o Where services such as water, sewerage and refuse and kerbside recycling collection are 
supplied, separate charges will be assessed on the separately used or inhabited portions, 
except for those predominantly residential properties where the owner of the 
commercial/industrial operation or a homestay or farmstay activity resides on the same 
rating unit. 

o Where a number of different businesses are located on one rating unit, each separate 
business will be assessed uniform charges. An exception is made for motels, hotels and 
dwellings used for commercial rental – they are treated as one business use even if each 
accommodation unit may be capable of separate habitation. 

o Where rating units contain separate residential habitable dwellings that are capable of 
independent habitation (i.e. they have all the facilities such as bathroom, toilets, kitchens, 
separate entrance ways etc), uniform charges will be assessed on each dwelling. 

o If a rating unit contains a dwelling and a flat (as shown as a “nature of improvements” on 
the Council valuation roll) and the flat contains a kitchen; uniform charges will be assessed 
on the dwelling and flat”. 

Proposed Definition 
 Any robust definition must contain the primary concept of actual separate use or inhabitation. A 8.

way of addressing the reality that a separate part may not actually be separately inhabited 
(occupied) all the time or particularly as at 30 June, is to focus on the concept of separately used. 
There is legal authority for the concept that a part of a rateable property is separately used when it 
is subdivided and available for sale (even though it is vacant) because the separate use is by the 
owner as a property available for separate sale4. 

Proposed Policy 
 To address this technical issue the following policy (refer to 10. below) has been developed. The 9.

first four bullet points incorporate Simpson Grierson’s advice and the second four bullet points are 
unchanged from the current policy.  It is expected there will be minimal, if any, financial impact from 
changing to the proposed policy. The proposed policy is: 

“Council has the following policies to determine what constitutes a “separately used or inhabited 
part of a rating unit”: 

o A separately used or inhabited part of a rating unit includes any portion inhabited or used 
by the owner or a person other than the owner who has the right to use or inhabit that portion 
by virtue of a tenancy, lease, licence, or other agreement. 

o This definition includes separately used parts, whether or not actually occupied at any particular 
time, which are provided by the owner for rental (or other form of occupation) on an occasional 
or long term basis by someone other than the owner. 

o For the purpose of this definition, vacant land and vacant premises offered or intended for use 
or habitation by a person other than the owner and usually used as such are defined as 'used'. 

o For the avoidance of doubt, a rating unit that has a single use or occupation is treated as 
having one separately used or inhabited part. 

o That in situations where a rating unit contains both a commercial or industrial type use, and a 
residential or rural type use, they will be treated as two separate uses and be assessed two 
sets of charges, except for those predominantly residential properties where the owner of the 
commercial/industrial operation resides on the same rating unit. 

o For those predominantly residential rating units where the owner of the rating unit resides 
and operates a business or businesses (including a homestay or farmstay activity) from the 
same rating unit, they will be assessed only one uniform targeted charge for geographic area 
general-type works. 

o Where services such as water, sewerage and refuse and kerbside recycling collection are 
supplied, separate charges will be assessed on the separately used or inhabited portions, 

4 Neil Construction v North Shore City Council [2001] 3 NZLR 533 (HC). 
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except for those predominantly residential properties where the owner of the 
commercial/industrial operation or a homestay or farmstay activity resides on the same rating 
unit. 

o Where a number of different businesses are located on one rating unit, each separate business 
will be assessed uniform charges. An exception is made for motels, hotels and dwellings used 
for commercial rental – they are treated as one business use even if each accommodation unit 
may be capable of separate habitation”. 

 The proposed policy has been reviewed by Simpson Grierson for legal compliance.  10.

RECOMMENDED 
That Council adopts the proposed policy and SUIP definition in the Funding Impact Statement 
section of the 2016-17 Annual Plan. 
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10. Treasury Management Report for Period Ended 
31 December 2015  

(Clr Dawson) (Report Prepared by Murray South)  F290-006-15 

Purpose 
 The purpose is to present the Treasury Management Report for the period ending 1.

31 December 2015 to Council. 

Attachment 
 Attached are details of Council’s Treasury Management Report for the quarter ended 2.

31 December 2015. Comparative details for the quarter ended 30 September 2015 are shown in 
italics and shaded. 

Market Interest Rate Movements 
 The Reserve Bank of New Zealand reduced the OCR to 2.50% in the December Monetary Policy 3.

Statement. 

 Bancorp, Council’s fund managers, advise that during the December quarter short term interest 4.
rates fell in response to the 25 basis point cut by the Reserve Bank of New Zealand while two year 
and longer term interest rates increased due to increasing yields in overseas bond markets, 
especially those in the United States.  See ‘Current Market Interest Rates’ on table attached.  

Investments 
 Details of Council funds and investments are attached.  5.

 Council maintains an investment portfolio reported as securities in the Treasury Management 6.
Report:   

Investments – short term  $7,813,723 
Investments – long term  $3,400,000 
Total Investments  $11,213,723 

 

 The total investments average interest earnings rate of 4.78% is 0.34% lower than the September 7.
quarter due to the lower interest rates on the reinvested BNZ term deposits.  

 During the December quarter the following changes were made to the portfolio:  8.

· Four BNZ term deposits matured, and were reinvested for 180 - 182 days at interest rates 
between 3.66% and 3.79%. These rates are considerably lower than achieved previously, 
reflecting the fall in rates that were reported in the previous quarter. What was pleasing was the 
competition for funds with Westpac winning one of the new term deposits. 

Term deposits continue to provide higher yields than short term bonds. 

 Council maintains the investment portfolio considering:  9.

· Compliance with Council’s Treasury Management Policy investment parameters; and 

· The level of investment required to maintain an adequate disaster recovery reserve, as 
reported in the 25 August 2015 Insurance Renewal and Risk Financing Update Report. 

 Bancorp provide advice on reinvestment of securities and report quarterly on Treasury 10.
Management Policy for compliance and investment returns. 
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Compliance with Council Policy 
 Council’s Treasury Management Policy sets criteria surrounding credit rating, maximum investment 11.

allowed with any one institution and the maximum allowed to be invested with any type of 
institution. 

 All criteria have been met for the 31 December quarter. 12.

External Borrowings 
 As at 31 December 2015 Council has $29.34M ($29.94M as at 30 September 2015) of external 13.

borrowings, of which $28M ($2 M as at 30 September 2015) is hedged.  

 The following graph shows Council’s current Westpac and Local Government Funding Agency 14.
“LGFA” borrowings and fixed rate hedging or borrowings (fixed swaps) measured against Council 
Treasury Management Policy and hedging parameters (policy bands).  

 

 A Debt Policy paper included in the 21 April 2015 Committee agenda reported on the decision, 15.
following consultation with the Chairman and Bancorp to combine the existing swaps into one and 
extend it out to 2025. This provided greater long term certainty of Council’s debt costs and a 
significant reduction of margin costs but going outside policy for a short time. 

 MDC Holdings Limited’s borrowings as at 31 December 2015 were $60.28M ($57.48M as at 16.
30 September 2015. 

RECOMMENDED 
That Council receive the Treasury Management Report for the period ended 31 December 2015. 
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MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL
QUARTERLY TREASURY MANAGEMENT REPORT 

Current Market Interest Rates as at 31 December 2015

Term Rate quoted from - December                  
2015

November                  
2015

October                  
2015

September          
2015

OCR Reserve Bank 2.50% 2.75% 2.75% 2.75%
30 days Reserve Bank 2.62% 2.79% 2.90% 2.84%
90 days Bank bills 2.75% 2.83% 2.88% 2.84%
Maturity 12/17 NZ Government Bonds- yield 2.77% 2.73% 2.56% 2.49%
Maturity 03/19 NZ Government Bonds- yield 2.89% 2.90% 2.67% 2.60%
Maturity 04/23 NZ Government Bonds- yield 3.58% 3.60% 3.26% 2.99%
Maturity 04/27 NZ Government Bonds- yield 3.97% 3.95% 3.57% 3.32%

Statement of MDC Cash, Investments and External Borrowings as at 31 December 2015

% Funds
Last Quarter 
Sept  2015

Bank Current Accounts
 - BNZ Current Funds or (Overdraft) 545,135          3.33% $18,856

(allowing for unpresented cheques of $35,554)
On Call Rating

 - BNZ AA- 1.50% 4,613,221       28.18% $10,034
Readily Available Funds 5,158,356      31.51% $28,890

Investments -short term (12 months or less)
Banks
 - BNZ AA- 1yr (06/16) 4.10% 54,053            0.33% $54,053
 - BNZ AA- 1yr (06/16) 4.30% 204,329          1.25% $202,148
 - BNZ AA- 182 days (05/16) 3.69% 2,245,188       13.71% $2,198,206
 - BNZ AA- 240 days (04/16) 3.83% 1,129,793       6.90% $1,129,793
 - BNZ AA- 180 days (04/16) 3.67% 1,104,676       6.75% $1,080,642
 - BNZ AA- 180 days (04/16) 3.66% 1,107,763       6.77% $1,083,661
 - Westpac AA- 181 days (05/16) 3.79% 1,020,000       6.23% $1,000,000
Securities 
 - Rotorua District Council UR 8 years (04/16) 8.16% 947,921          5.79% $947,921

Investments Available within 1 year 4.28% $7,813,723 47.73% $7,696,424

Investments -long term (greater than 12 months)
Securities 
 - Auckland Council AA 7 years (09/17) 6.52% 500,000          3.05% $500,000
 - ANZ/National BBB+ 10 years (04/18) 5.28% 1,000,000       6.11% $1,000,000
 - BNZ AA- 7 years (12/18) 6.10% 1,400,000       8.55% $1,400,000
 - Rabobank A+ 7 years (03/19) 6.10% 500,000          3.05% $500,000

Funds Available > 1 year 5.92% 3,400,000      20.77% $3,400,000

Total Funds Available 4.78% $16,372,079 100.00% $11,125,314
5.12%

External Borrowings

Westpac
- Loans less than 12 months -                       

-                       
Local Government Funding Authority
- Loans greater than 12 months 5.18% 28,000,000    
Total External Borrowings 28,000,000$  

MDC Holdings Ltd
- Current account (interest charged annually @ 90 day bank bill rate) 1,339,990       
Total Borrowings 29,339,990$  
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11. Financial Report for Council – Period Ended 
31 December 2015  

(Clr Arbuckle) (Report Prepared by Janette Somerville)  F275-002-15 

 Attached is the financial report for Council for the first six months ended 31 December 2015.    1.

 The Income Statement reports a deficit of $1.44M for the year to date.  This is a $3.43M 2.
improvement on the $4.86M budgeted deficit.     

Revenue 
 Total Income for the December year to date is ahead of budget by $0.81M (2%). 3.

 Comments are provided below on variances greater than $100,000: 4.

a. Rates includes $68K more of metered water sales than budgeted as a result of the dry 
summer, mainly for the Southern Valleys’ irrigation scheme and Havelock, partially offset 
with less consumed in Riverlands, which historically increases at vintage time. 

b. The Dividends forecast has been updated to include a further payment expected from MDC 
Holdings in late February. 

c. Gain on sale of fixed assets is ahead of budget because there were more unsold BPOT 
sections at the end of last financial year than budgeted, the majority of which have since 
settled this year.  Titles for the stage 3B development are due in April with 17 of the 
40 sections currently under contract.  Forecast reflects the latest estimate.  

d. Funds received from Marlborough Regional Forestry are higher than originally budgeted 
because log prices and log quality have held and they are continuing to harvest in easier 
terrain.  Forecast reflects the latest estimate. 

e. Property and other revenue is ahead of budget mainly due to increased corridor access fees 
together with unbudgeted insurance recoveries and directors fees. Forecast has been 
updated. 

f. Roads and footpaths income is less than budget due to: 

i. Slower than anticipated subdivision and development impact levies as many 
developers paid in anticipation of the 1 July development contributions levy increase. 

ii. Less than budgeted NZTA subsidy on both capital expenditure projects as well as 
general operations.  These are reliant on the timing of expenditure incurred.  Forecast 
has been updated. 

g. Sewerage revenue is less than budget due to less than anticipated development 
contributions.  Forecast has been updated. 

h. Solid Waste Management is higher than budget mainly due to increased revenue from dump 
fees.  Forecast reflects the updated dump fees estimate and is offset by a reduction in the 
Ministry of Environment capital contribution for the construction of the CIF building.  The 
balance of funds will be received in 2016-17 once agreed milestones have been completed. 

i. Compliance is ahead of budget due to  receipt of Court fines relating to the 
prosecution of Woolley and Awarua farm as well as recoveries of legal costs for the 
Aubade abatement notice appeal.  Forecast reflects the latest estimate. 
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Expenditure 
 Overall expenditure is less than budgeted by $2.62M (5%). Comments are provided on variances 5.

greater than $100,000: 

a. Community Support is ahead of budget due to higher than anticipated uptake of energy 
efficiency services, predominately the solar water heating scheme.  Payments to service 
providers are included in the energy efficiency rate levied over nine years to those 
ratepayers. Forecast has been updated to reflect this. 

b. Library services is ahead of budget due to demolition costs of the Dublin Street properties in 
Picton.  Forecast has been updated. 

c. Community facilities is less than budget due to: 

i. Slower than anticipated expenses for the Horton Park netball relocation project. 

ii. Less than budgeted contracts for the many reserves, halls and public conveniences. 

iii. Less than budgeted internal loan interest due to deferrals and delays in the 2014-15 
capital expenditure programme.  Interest on new loans for the 2015-16 will be 
calculated on actual spend this year and charged in funding at year end. 

These favourable variances have been partially offset by; 

i. Unbudgeted consultancy and seismic repairs for the Waitaria Bay Settlers Hall.  
Forecast has been updated. 

d. Roads and footpaths expenditure is less than budget mainly due to: 

i. Less than expected emergency reinstatement due to no major events occurring this 
year to date.    

ii. Minor safety improvements which is just a timing issue as we expect this will be close 
to budget by year end. 

iii. Various road maintenance including cyclepath, sealed footpaths, traffic services and 
structure.  Most of this work is programmed for the second half of the financial year 
and we envisage it will be close to budget by year end.  

iv. Internal loan interest due to savings, deferrals and delays in the 2014-15 capital 
expenditure programme.  Interest on new loans for the 2015-16 will be calculated on 
actual spend this year and charged in funding at year end. 

These favourable variances have been partially offset by higher than expected; 

ii. Environmental and routine drainage maintenance which is seasonal and should be 
near budget by the end of June.  Forecast has been updated. 

e. Sewerage is slower than budget due to: 

i. Lower treatment costs which are seasonal and we expect the majority of the variance 
to be corrected by May 2016.  

ii. Less than expected reticulation maintenance which is offset by unfavourable pump 
station power.  Forecast has been updated. 

f. Solid Waste Management is less than budget mainly due to: 

i. The Landfill ETS obligation payment is yet to be made.  The annual return to 
31 December 2015 will be completed shortly with payment due 31 May.  The budget 
spread has been updated.     

ii. Both consultancy and contracts are slower than anticipated but are expected to be 
close to budget by year end. 
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iii. Fewer instances than anticipated where repairs and maintenance has been required.  
Forecast reflects the latest estimate. 

g. Environmental Policy is less than budget due to: 

i. Legal fees being lower than expected as there have been no appeals this year to date.  

ii. Delays with the water allocation project.  External providers have started the project 
and we expect the budget will be fully spent by June. 

iii. Both consultancy and contract less than budgeted as the main focus has been the 
work on the Marlborough Environment Plan.  Forecast has been updated. 

h. Environment Science and Monitoring expenditure is slower than budget for monitoring 
project expenses. The majority of this expenditure is realised in the last quarter of the 
financial year. 

i. Resource Consents is ahead of budget due to legal and commissioner fees associated with 
the Beatrix Bay appeal.  Forecast has been updated. 

j. Harbours is less than budget due to: 

i. Insurance premium savings due to changing from Riskpool to direct “London 
placement” organised through Jardine Insurance Brokers.  

ii. Personnel costs are less than expected, however casual wages for the summer 
season should bring this closer to budget by April. 

k. Regional Development is ahead of budget due to unbudgeted remedial works for the Alfred 
Street car park (settlement proceeds received last year).  Forecast has been updated. 

l. External interest expense is lower than anticipated due to the savings, deferrals and delays 
in the 2014-15 capital expenditure programme together with lower lending interest rates.  
Interest on new 2015-16 loans will be calculated on actual spend this year and charged in 
funding at year end. Forecast has been updated. 

m. Property and other expenditure is less than budget due to Insurance premium savings both 
from the change from Riskpool (per 5j i above) together with a reduction in the annual LAPP 
member contribution.  Forecast has been updated. 

Capital Expenditure 
 Budgeted capital expenditure for the year is $71.04M including $19.72M of carryovers from the 6.

2014-15 financial year.   

Actual expenditure of $11.84M to the end of December is $5.36M slower than the same period last 
year ($17.2M) and $13.07M less than budgeted for the year to date.   

 Indications are that there is likely to be deferrals and carryovers to 2016-2017 of approximately 7.
$17.51M in the following activities: 

Activity $M Comment 
Community Facilities $0.93M Picton Historic restoration works and 

Omaka Cemetery developments slower 
than expected. We are awaiting the 
removal of the historic places designation 
for A&P Park grandstand before any work 
is progressed.  Completion of the seismic 
work at the Stadium is likely to be 
completed in the new financial year. 
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Activity $M Comment 
Flood Protection & Control 
Works 

$0.6M Stopbank progress delayed re land owner 
access approval negotiations taking 
longer than expected in lower Wairau due 
to the complicated ownership structure of 
Maori land.  Rock and gambion works at 
Tuamarina below the rail bridge have 
been deferred to undertake the whole 
project in 2016-17 in one construction 
contract. 

Roads & Footpaths $2.08M Blenheim CBD works including 2 High St 
and small towns projects will continue into 
next year.  We also expect there to be 
subdivisional works deferred as is 
dependent on the existing scheduled work 
in the area. 

Sewerage  $8.5M Design and consultancy issues for both 
Blenheim and Picton trunk main and 
pump station upgrades now deferred to in 
2016-17. 

Stormwater $0.5M Muller Road diversion to the Town Branch 
and Redwood St upgrade delayed. 

Solid Waste Management $1M Construction of the new CIF building to be 
completed next year. 

Water $3.9M Completion of  the Taylor Pass high 
reservoir will now be in 2016-17.  The 
Speeds Rd upgrade including pipeline, 
reservoir and treatment is behind 
schedule and will be completed next year. 

 There is also expected to be capital savings of approximately $2.68M in the following activities: 8.

Activity $M Comment 
Community Housing $1M Arthur St Blenheim development 

postponed.  Budget approval will be 
sought in the future when alternative 
plans and funding structure have been 
determined.   

Community Facilities $0.5M Provision in unspecified reserves unable 
to be funded from Land sub reserve. 

Flood Protection & Control 
Works Roads 

$0.08M Main Street pump station project 
expected to be under budget. 

Solid Waste Management $1M Expected project savings for stage 7 of 
the Regional Landfill development.  

Water $0.1M Reservoir slope stabilisation works are 
expected to be below budget. 

  

RECOMMENDED 
That the financial report for the period ended 31 December 2015 be received. 
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actual budget forecast budget
Rates 30,007,323 29,853,307 154,016 1%  60,230,111 60,124,812 105,299 0%
-less remissions (320,231) (265,000) (55,231) 21%  (585,231) (530,000) (55,231) 10%
Rates 29,687,092 29,588,307 98,785 0% 59,644,880 59,594,812 50,068 11%

Rates penalty income 209,982 172,500 37,482 22%  382,482 345,000 37,482 11%
Total Rates 29,897,074 29,760,807 136,267 0% 4a 60,027,362 59,939,812 87,550 0%

Other Income
Dividends 612,860 600,000 12,860 2% 4b 1,158,860 850,000 308,860 36%
Interest Revenue (external) 306,676 404,000 (97,324) -24% 759,676 808,000 (48,324) -6%
Petroleum Tax 182,830 183,500 (670) -0%  367,000 367,000 0 0%
Gain on Sale of Fixed Assets 1,690,559 1,305,000 385,559 30% 4c 3,500,000 2,569,221 930,779 36%
Marlborough Regional Forestry 1,017,750 885,000 132,750 15% 4d 2,020,750 1,770,000 250,750 14%
Property and Other Revenue 1,363,009 1,222,587 140,422 11% 4e 2,540,754 2,328,504 212,250 9%

Total Other Income 5,173,684 4,600,087 573,597 34% 10,347,040 8,692,725 1,654,315 90%

Activity Income
Democratic Process 730 840 (110) -13%  1,570 1,680 (110) -7%
Culture and Heritage 222 - 222 -  222 - 222 -
Community Housing 595,904 562,994 32,910 6%  1,158,898 1,125,987 32,911 3%
Community Safety 79,886 60,550 19,336 32%  140,436 121,100 19,336 16%
Community Support 139,804 119,680 20,124 17%  254,484 239,360 15,124 6%
Library Services 76,940 79,500 (2,560) -3%  156,440 159,000 (2,560) -2%
Emergency Management 42,841 36,560 6,281 17%  79,401 73,120 6,281 9%
Community Facilities 549,883 575,519 (25,636) -4%  1,105,247 1,110,728 (5,481) -0%
Roads and footpaths 2,938,548 3,433,680 (495,132) -14% 4f 8,637,455 8,868,855 (231,400) -3%
Flood protection and control works 1,680,587 1,608,546 72,041 4%  3,193,779 3,163,759 30,019 1%
Sewerage 1,122,376 1,229,997 (107,621) -9% 4g 2,329,077 2,519,994 (190,917) -8%
Stormwater drainage 18,503 38,000 (19,497) -51%  256,503 276,000 (19,497) -7%
Water Supply 145,998 214,750 (68,752) -32%  542,256 624,500 (82,244) -13%
Solid Waste Management 2,674,648 2,372,118 302,530 13% 4h 5,563,135 5,520,551 42,584 1%
Environmental Policy - 37,500 (37,500) -100%  75,000 75,000 - -
Environmental Science and Monitoring 35,151 2,500 32,651 1306%  37,651 5,000 32,651 653%
Resource Consents 667,230 727,500 (60,270) -8%  1,394,730 1,455,000 (60,270) -4%
Building Control 1,168,035 1,217,000 (48,965) -4%  2,385,035 2,434,000 (48,965) -2%
Compliance 1,066,176 790,810 275,366 35% 4i 1,231,822 930,653 301,169 32%
Biosecurity (Pest Management) 17,346 16,000 1,346 8%  33,346 32,000 1,346 4%
Harbours 493,572 405,063 88,509 22%  531,872 497,054 34,818 7%
Regional Development 1,038,364 949,723 88,641 9% 2,835,676 2,774,446 61,230 2%

Total Activity Income 14,552,744 14,478,830 73,914 1% 31,944,035 32,007,787 (63,752) -0%

Total MDC Income 49,623,502 48,839,724 783,778 2% 102,318,437 100,640,324 1,678,113 2%
 Total revenue which is non-cash or 
tied to a reserve or to fund capex (6,111,631) (6,140,209) 28,578 -0% (14,927,175) (14,094,958) (832,217) 6%

Total MDC Operating Income 43,511,871 42,699,515 812,356 2% 87,391,262 86,545,366 845,897 1%

Income and Expenditure Statement
31 December 2015

Income year to date whole year
variance variance
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actual budget forecast budget
Activity Expenditure

 Democratic Process 1,387,057 1,408,948 21,891 2%  2,760,425 2,817,069 56,643 2%
 Culture and Heritage 678,490 683,880 5,390 1%  862,282 857,970 (4,312) -1%
 Community Housing 669,176 673,242 4,066 1%  1,427,379 1,427,379 (0) -0%
 Community Safety 103,840 123,179 19,339 16%  245,107 246,337 1,230 0%
 Community Support 1,026,402 844,318 (182,084) -22% 5a 1,776,046 1,588,636 (187,410) -12%
 Library Services 1,240,569 1,016,472 (224,097) -22% 5b 2,178,641 1,941,465 (237,176) -12%
 Emergency Management 433,109 441,140 8,031 2%  799,719 875,013 75,294 9%
 Community Facilities 5,057,315 5,204,086 146,771 3% 5c 9,342,994 9,343,999 1,005 0%
 Roads and footpaths 8,582,001 9,256,794 674,793 7% 5d 20,505,118 20,488,798 (16,320) -0%
 Flood protection and control works 2,396,128 2,436,302 40,174 2%  4,818,234 4,856,379 38,145 1%
 Sewerage 4,767,109 5,087,852 320,743 6% 5e 10,282,048 10,619,661 337,613 3%
 Stormwater drainage 1,101,107 1,194,812 93,705 8%  2,328,591 2,385,504 56,913 2%
 Water Supply 4,169,956 4,130,231 (39,725) -1%  8,469,975 8,437,553 (32,423) -0%
 Solid Waste Management 3,476,455 3,815,434 338,979 9% 5f 7,461,648 7,559,220 97,572 1%
 Environmental Policy 560,475 743,778 183,303 25% 5g 1,491,768 1,487,300 (4,468) -0%
 Environmental Science and Monitoring 1,394,345 1,647,893 253,548 15% 5h 3,251,952 3,294,248 42,296 1%
 Resource Consents 1,337,898 1,213,166 (124,732) -10% 5i 2,655,631 2,515,824 (139,807) -6%
 Building Control 1,437,162 1,494,084 56,922 4%  2,903,093 2,986,689 83,596 3%
 Compliance 1,173,899 1,253,913 80,014 6%  2,750,407 2,796,077 45,670 2%
 Biosecurity (Pest Management) 636,537 695,337 58,800 8%  1,366,374 1,389,973 23,599 2%
 Harbours 661,998 795,115 133,117 17% 5j 1,830,253 1,884,168 53,915 3%
 Regional Development 3,411,442 3,015,666 (395,776) -13% 5k 7,266,793 6,939,431 (327,362) -5%

Total Activity Expenditure 45,702,470 47,175,642 1,473,172 3% 96,774,481 96,738,694 (35,786) -0%
 Includes Internal Interest 3,295,302 3,564,550 269,248 8%  7,695,212 8,063,415 368,203 5%

42,407,168 43,611,092 1,203,924 3% 89,079,268 88,675,279 (403,989) -0%

Other expenditure
 Interest expense (external) 514,698 1,767,500 1,252,802 71% 5l 3,000,000 3,535,000 535,000 15%
 Property and other expenditure 2,026,245 2,185,231 158,986 7% 5m 2,835,861 2,958,075 122,214 4%

Total other expenditure 2,540,943 3,952,731 1,411,788 36% 5,835,861 6,493,075 657,214 10%

Total MDC expenditure 44,948,111 47,563,823 2,615,712 5% 94,915,129 95,168,354 253,225 0%

Operating SURPLUS(DEFICIT) (1,436,240) (4,864,308) 3,428,068 -70% (7,523,867) (8,622,989) 1,099,121 -13%

Income and Expenditure Statement
31 December 2015

Expenditure year to date whole year
variance variance
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Net capital expenditure
actual budget forecast budget

 Democratic Process - - - -  - - - -
Culture and Heritage - - - - - - - -

 Community Housing - 341,250 341,250 100%  210,000 1,215,000 1,005,000 83%
 Community Support 24,692 160,000 135,308 85%  324,692 320,000 (4,692) -1%
 Library Services 1,637,737 1,863,308 225,571 12%  3,560,611 3,560,611 - -
 Emergency Management 43,734 29,150 (14,584) -50%  58,295 58,295 - -
 Community Facilities 808,903 2,769,612 1,960,709 71%  4,039,718 5,498,210 1,458,492 27%
 Roads and footpaths 3,664,459 6,607,288 2,942,829 45%  11,203,310 13,292,082 2,088,772 16%
 Flood protection and control works 242,252 1,102,800 860,548 78%  1,606,007 2,290,600 684,593 30%
 Sewerage 1,182,588 3,833,402 2,650,814 69%  8,378,331 16,895,670 8,517,339 50%
 Stormwater drainage 76,437 830,059 753,622 91%  1,238,943 1,739,118 500,175 29%
 Water Supply 1,186,449 2,821,802 1,635,353 58%  6,303,459 10,303,496 4,000,037 39%
 Solid Waste Management 348,372 593,525 245,153 41%  3,882,531 5,884,044 2,001,513 34%
 Environmental Science and Monitoring 49,731 150,000 100,269 67%  300,000 300,000 - -
 Consents and Compliance - 3,250 3,250 100%  6,500 6,500 - -
 Harbour Control 268,972 249,452 (19,520) -8%  818,900 818,900 - -
 Regional Development 335,957 475,684 139,727 29%  2,225,367 2,261,369 36,002 2%
 Investment activities 562,958 1,726,000 1,163,042 67%  3,452,000 3,452,000 - -
 Corporate Overheads 1,405,889 1,356,382 (49,507) -4%  3,142,564 3,142,564 - -

Total Net Capital Expenditure 11,839,130 24,912,963 13,073,833 52% 50,751,228 71,038,459 20,287,231 29%

variance variance

Capital Expenditure Statement
31 December 2015

year to date whole year
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12. Debtors Overdue Reports as at 31 December 2015 
(Clr Arbuckle) (Report Prepared by Sonja Greenhill) F220-002-020-15 

Purpose 
 To present the Debtors and Property Leases and Licences Debtors reports as at 1.

31 December 2015. 

Background 
 This report reports on the levels of debt relating in the main to the following revenue streams: 2.

 -  Building Consents 

 -  Resource Consents 

 -  Development Contributions 

 -  Licences 

 -  Tradewaste 

 -  Water and Sewerage Connections 

 The Debtors Report as at 31 December 2015 is attached for Councillors' information. 3.

 The Current Balance includes the second quarter Tradewaste invoices totalling $485,556 4.
(December 2014 $560,205). 

 The 90 Days balance is the lowest it has been in 12 months. 5.

 The Property Leases and Licences Debtors Report as at 31 December 2015 is also attached for 6.
Councillors' information. Current and total balances fluctuate monthly depending on individual 
leases and invoicing periods, eg; monthly, quarterly, six monthly or annually.   

RECOMMENDED 
That the information be received. 
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DEBTORS REPORT AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2015   
       

 
Current Month Comparison for Previous 5 Months 

       
       Aged Analysis Report December November October September August July 

       Current 1,332,157.72 1,058,186.86 1,841,900.21 996,842.58 828,722.85 805,496.88 
30 - 90 Days 159,451.42 216,048.32 149,811.24 129,783.71 279,447.94 337,330.12 
90 Days 59,643.11 76,355.51 69,749.29 363,902.98 429,693.58 365,630.88 

Outstanding Debtors Closing Balance 1,551,252.25 1,350,590.69 2,061,460.74 1,490,529.27 1,537,864.37 1,508,457.88 

       
       Debtors Action Report - Debtors over 90 days with Balance >$250 

    
       
 

December November October September August July 

       With Receivables Management 7,747.26 7,663.56 7,663.56 7,663.56 7,663.56 8,351.52 
Paying by Arrangement 15,750.12 28,016.07 26,400.10 43,341.88 47,413.02 45,427.17 

Negotiating Payment Arrangement 3,599.79 370.00 
                    
-    5,673.76 7,207.64 9,972.02 

Debts in Dispute 18,836.26 18,836.26 18,796.26 297,162.40 297,162.40 297,162.40 
Payments since month end taken off above amounts 12,551.12 20,528.69 15,524.99 8,214.91 69,378.95 2,965.57 
Sub-Total 58,484.55 75,414.58 68,384.91 362,056.51 428,825.57 363,878.68 
Various Debtors with Balances <$250 1,158.56 940.93 1,364.38 1,846.47 868.01 1,752.20 
Over 90 days Outstanding Total 59,643.11 76,355.51 69,749.29 363,902.98 429,693.58 365,630.88 
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Property Leases and Licences Debtors Report as at 31 December 2015 
   

 
Current Month Comparison for Previous 5 Months 

       Aged Analysis Report December November October September August July 

       Current 15,730.98 90,102.45 31,062.67 155,451.62 66,369.15 39,348.25 
30  Days 43,849.82 18,389.17 26,679.52 20,316.55 14,961.70 3,012.50 
60 Days   9,010.35 6,991.61 13,955.13 9,669.83 1,618.13 2,069.16 
90 Days 21,993.11 29,989.22 17,531.28 14,636.21 13,893.73 14,285.22 

Outstanding Debtors Closing Balance 90,584.26 145,472.45 89,228.60 200,074.21 96,842.71 58,715.13 

       
60 and 90 days Overdue Balance 31,003.46 36,980.83 31,486.41 24,306.04 15,511.86 16,354.38 
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13. Rates Report as at 31 December 2015 
(Clr Leggett)  (Report Prepared by Wendy Williams)   F270-28-14 

Purpose 
 To present the Rate Levies Status Report, Rate Arrears Aged Balance Report and the Water Billing 1.

Debtors Report as at 31 December 2015. 

Rate Levies Status Report and Rate Arrears Aged Balance Report 
 Attached for information are the Rate Levies Status Report and Rate Arrears Aged Balance 2.

Report as at 31 December 2015.  

 We have collected 49.05% of the overall rates levied for 2015-2016 (inclusive of arrears) and this 3.
compares with 48.88% at this time last year.   

 Since 10 December, the final day for payment of rates instalment two, there were 899 (827) penalty 4.
letters posted due to non-payment.  Any rates that remain unpaid will be followed up in the second 
week of January 2016.  The comparable number last year is shown in brackets. 

 Debt Management - Attached for information are the Debt Management Report Properties with 5.
Registered Mortgages and the Debt Management Report Properties without Registered Mortgages.  
These reports provide a summary of action taken and results achieved so far this rating year. 

 As at 10 December 2015 Council has processed and granted 1,677 (1,703) rates rebate 6.
applications.  The comparable number last year is shown in brackets.   

 Rates instalment three will be posted 1 February and is due for payment by 10 March 2016.  7.

Water Billing Debtors Report 
 Attached for information is the Water Billing Debtors Report as at 31 December 2015. 8.

 The current balance of $633,661 ($614,346) includes the quarterly water billing for all areas except 9.
Awatere.  The comparable amount last year is shown in brackets. 

RECOMMENDED 
That the report be received. 
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Rate Levies Status Report as at 31 December 2015 
         

Financial 
Division 

Balance 
B/Fwd 

(01/07/15) 
Inst Levy 

To Q2 
Arrears 

Pen 
Instal 
Pen Adjustments 

Cash 
Received 

(incl Paid in 
Advance) 

Add back 
Paid in 

Advance 
31/12/2015 

Balance 
31/12/2015 

Blenheim           
139,764  

   
16,775,796  

         
23,428  

        
41,225  

          
(107,726) 

     
(17,271,990) 

          
898,391  

            
498,888  

Blenheim Vicinity             
69,349  

     
6,501,817  

           
8,672  

        
18,830  

            
(69,869) 

       
(6,737,197) 

          
347,395  

            
138,997  

General Rural           
177,744  

     
5,222,496  

         
18,126  

        
25,671  

            
(44,625) 

       
(5,475,424) 

          
371,521  

            
295,508  

Picton           
129,183  

     
4,159,820  

         
10,016  

        
18,776  

            
(66,588) 

       
(4,232,784) 

          
228,951  

            
247,374  

Picton Vicinity               
9,139  

        
288,712  

           
1,110  

          
1,773  

                 
(572) 

          
(316,835) 

            
30,149  

              
13,475  

Sounds Admin 
Rural 

            
11,826  

        
628,952  

           
1,900  

          
6,779  

            
(13,040) 

          
(653,298) 

            
85,720  

              
68,839  

Utilities Network                     -              
10,212                  -                    -                         -                

(19,320) 
              

8,004  
              

(1,104) 
Current Year 
Totals 

          
537,005  

   
33,587,804  

         
63,252  

      
113,054  

          
(302,418) 

     
(34,706,849) 

       
1,970,131  

         
1,261,978  
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Rate Arrears Aged Balance Report as at 31 December 2015 

Year 

Total 
Outstanding 
(01/07/2015) Cash Received (-) 

Total Arrears 
Outstanding 
31/12/2015 

Postponed 
Rates included 
in Total Arrears 

30/06/2015 

2014/15 
                     

871,514                         622,114  
                      

249,400  
                       

12,823  

2013/14 
                       

89,174                           49,536  
                        

39,637  
                         

9,204  

2012/13 
                       

31,944                           13,951  
                        

17,993  
                         

2,934  

2011/12 
                       

23,568                             8,817  
                        

14,750  
                         

2,502  

2010/11 
                       

12,757                             3,883  
                          

8,873  
                         

2,531  

Prior 2010 
                       

15,113                             3,041  
                        

12,072  
                         

3,405  

Total 
                  

1,044,068                         701,343  
                      

342,726  
                       

33,399  

Rates balance b/fwd 
                     

537,005  
   Add back Paid in 

Advance 
                     

507,063  
Paid in Advance 
1/7/2014 497,196 

 
Total Arrears Actual 

                  
1,044,068  

   
     Rates postponement is offered to ratepayers aged over 65 under Council's Remission and Postponement 
Policy   
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Water Billing Debtors Report as at 31 December 2015   

 

Current 
Month Comparison for Previous 5 Months 

       Aged Analysis Report December November October September August July 

       Current 633,661.27 729.07 98,906.78 253,810.79 - (1,652.95) 
30 - 90 Days 5,322.81 60,352.64 30,993.49 (4,668.96) 9,967.09 103,268.75 
90 Days 4,477.54 4,048.57 3,726.10 19,101.09 3,971.73 5,587.48 

Outstanding Debtors Closing Balance 643,461.62 65,130.28 133,626.37 268,242.92 13,938.82 107,203.28 

       Debtors Action Report - Debtors over 90 days Balance >$250 
     

       
 

December November October September August July 

       Paying by Arrangement 4,604.00 4,209.62 4,610.50 5,124.05 3,104.18 2,908.82 
Negotiating Payment Arrangement 6,843.17 5,648.50 7,454.05 9,217.36 3,069.54 6,088.01 
Payments since month end taken off above amounts 80.00 1,418.11 770.51 6,889.26 2,790.11 - 
Sub-Total 11,527.17 11,276.23 12,835.06 21,230.67 8,963.83 8,996.83 
Various Debtors with Balances <$250 or Credit Balances (7,049.63) (7,227.66) (9,108.96) (2,129.58) (4,992.10) (3,409.35) 
90 days Outstanding Total 4,477.54 4,048.57 3,726.10 19,101.09 3,971.73 5,587.48 
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Debt Management Report 
Properties with Registered Mortgages 

 

Arrears 2015 
281 Ratepayers being: 

279 with arrears as at 30 June 2015 
       and ;   
    2 brought forward from 2014 

2014 

(Carried 
forward to 

2015 
shown in 

bold) 

Oct 2015 Dec 2015 

Paid 239 80 139 

Arrangement made for repayment 2 21 17 

Notice of Default sent to Mortgagee 0 56 81 

Notice of Demand sent to Mortgagee 1 0 0 

No mortgage registered - Court 
action required (Refer Properties 
Without Registered Mortgages 
Report) 

12 34 34 

Action still to be taken 0 90 10 

Mortgagee sale in progress 0 0 0 

Still to pay (from above) 15 201 142 

Total 254 281 281 
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Debt Management Report 
Properties without Registered Mortgages 

 

Unencumbered Properties 2015  

53 Ratepayers being: 

34 transferred from October 2015 on the 
     previous Properties with Registered 
    Mortgages report and; 
19 brought forward from 2014   

2014 

    
(Carried 
forward 
to 2015 

shown in 
bold) 

Oct 2015        Dec 2015 

Paid following receipt of letter outlining the 
consequences of non-payment, letter giving 
notice of Court proceedings or as a result of 
Court action 

16 0 19 

Arrangement made for repayment 3 3 2 

Awaiting response or further information 
required 0 0 0 

Lodged with agent to commence recovery 
action through the Court after receiving no 
response to our letter advising Council will 
seek Judgment or our phone call where 
possible 

 

0 

 

6 4 

Notice of Claim filed and/or served on the 
ratepayer 3 3 3 

Enforcement of Judgment 2 2 2 

To commence legal proceedings when debt 
becomes over three years old or more than 
$3,700  

11 39 23 

Still to pay (from above) 19 53 34 

Total 35 53 53 
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14. Decision to Conduct Business with the Public Excluded 
Decided: That the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this 

meeting, namely: 

- Debtors’ Overdue Report 

The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for 
passing this resolution in relation to each matter and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) of 
the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this 
resolution are as follows: 

General Subject of each 
matter to be considered 

Reason for passing this 
resolution in relation to 
each matter 

Ground(s) under Section 48(1) for 
the passing of this resolution 

Debtors Overdue 
Report 

In order to protect the 
privacy of natural 
persons, as provided for 
under Section 7(2)(a). 

That the public conduct of the 
relevant part of the proceedings of 
the meeting would be likely to result 
in the disclosure of information for 
which good reason for withholding 
exists under Section 7 of the Local 
Government Official Information and 
Meetings Act 1987. 
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2016 Triennial Election Resolutions

(Report Prepared by Dean Heiford)	D050-004-016-01

Purpose

The purpose of this report is for Council to make resolutions required for the 2016 local body election process.

Background

The 2016 Triennial Elections are to be held on Saturday, 8 October 2016.

For the 2016 election, Council is under the Single Transferable Voting system (STV).

There are a number of resolutions that Council must make as per the Local Electoral Act 2001 (LEA).

These resolutions are:

a. Appointment of the Electoral Officer (if applicable).

b. Order of candidate names on the voting document.

Council currently contracts out the processing of the voting documents to electionz.com Ltd.

Electoral Officer

The Council must have an Electoral Officer appointed at all times.  The Electoral Officer remains in office unless they resign, are replaced or die.  Dean Heiford is the current Electoral Officer.

The Electoral Officer is an officer of Parliament when undertaking their duties, not an employee of the local authority.

Early Processing of Voting Documents

The LEA allows for processing of the voting documents as they are received.

The voting documents are processed with the information held in a secure database.

No aggregation of the information is allowed until after midday on Saturday, 8 October 2016.

The decision for early processing is now at the discretion of the Electoral Officer, it no longer requires a resolution of Council.

The Electoral Officer has confirmed with the election processing contractor that early processing will be in place for the 2016 election.

Order of Candidate Names

Council has three options for the order of names on the voting document; alphabetical, pseudo random and random.

For the 2013 Triennial Elections, Council resolved to have the order of candidate names on a random basis.

This was seen as fairer for the candidates and did not seem to present any issues for the public.

If no decision is made the order reverts to an alphabetical listing.

General

The processing of the voting documents has previously been contracted out to electionz.com Ltd.  This contract operated well for the 2013 Triennial Election.  A contract for these services from electionz.com has been completed for 2016.

Attached is a copy of the election timetable as per the current LEA. (Refer Appendix 1).

There may be some minor process changes as the Local Electoral Regulations (LER) have not been published to date.

Any changes are expected to be confirmed in April 2016 in time for the election process.

Any material changes will be reported to Council.

If you have any questions or queries please contact the Electoral Officer or the Chief Executive.

RECOMMENDED

1. That the report be received.

2. That Council resolve in relation to the 2016 Triennial Elections:

2.1. That it be noted that Dean Heiford is the Electoral Officer for Council. 

2.2. That the order of candidates’ names on the voting document be in random order.
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Appendix 1



Cook 250th Anniversary Celebrations 2019/2020

(Clrs Jerram/Brooks/Andrews) (Report Prepared by Dean Heiford)	A200-003-07

Purpose

1. The purpose of this report is to update Council on progress with the proposed Captain Cook 250th Anniversary commemorations in December 2019 and January 2020 and beyond.

Background

1. The 250th Anniversary of Captain James Cook arriving in New Zealand is between October 2019 and March 2020. 

1. The key time for Marlborough to commemorate this anniversary is January 2020.  Cook spent a significant proportion of his time in New Zealand in the Marlborough Sounds.

1. This will be a national event with commemorations across the country recognizing the meeting of two cultures and the scientific, environmental and cultural impacts that these had on the formation of modern New Zealand.

1. A number of Trusts have been formed focussing on these events in the key areas associated with the arrival of Captain Cook; Gisborne, Mercury Bay and the Bay of Islands.  The same is being proposed for Marlborough.

1. The Ministry of Culture and Heritage (MoCH) have been charged with developing and coordinating the events with the various parties.

1. No government funding has been confirmed to date but the MoCH has been requested to develop a funding proposal for the 2016 Government budget round.  The landing site trusts are also pursuing other funding options.

1. It is recognized that this is an event of great potential for domestic and international tourism interest.

Marlborough Commemorations Progress

1. Although not the place of first contact between Cook and Maori Marlborough is by far the most significant site of Cook history in New Zealand and has an opportunity to achieve considerable immediate and on-going benefits from the commemorations.  There is also the potential to link these events to the internationally significant site of early human settlement at the boulder bank.  The heart land for two voyaging peoples.

1. A number of initial planning meetings were held that included key people from Marlborough, Iwi, MoCH, heritage and other organisations.  Representatives from Te Ha (Gisborne) attended one of the meetings to share their progress and ideas to date.  This proved very useful to gain a focus and direction for Marlborough.

1. An independent facilitator was engaged to pull all of the ideas together into a plan and vision for Marlborough;

“Dual Heritage - Shared Future”

He rae ki te rae, he ihu ki te ihu,
 te hau ka rere, te hā ka tau.

A meeting of peoples, a mixing of cultures, a blending of heritage, a sharing of future.

1. There were a number of Marlborough priorities and work streams that were identified;

a. To commemorate Marlborough as the first New Zealand base for both Polynesian and British explorers 

b. To commemorate the relationships formed in Totaranui by the meetings between Maori and the British during Cook’s visits between 1770 and 1777 

c. To engage and inspire New Zealanders and the World to understand and share the stories of our unique place and people that shaped our nation 

d. To create legacies to enhance the wellbeing of future generations

1. The work streams identified are;

a. Voyaging 

b. Education 

c. Arts, culture & heritage 

d. Ecological restorations 

1. A further theme ‘2019 Events’ will be integrated across those listed above.  There is public consultation to be undertaken to identify other items within these themes.  The Marlborough centric commemorations Dual Heritage / Shared Future will need more detailed input from the consultation and in depth discussions with interested parties.

1. The Marlborough based Trust for the commemorations is in the process of being formed.  Dr John Hellstrom has been nominated as one of the Co-Chairs with Iwi to appoint the other.  Dr Hellstrom and Councillor Jerram have been progressing this with the interested parties.

1. Dr. Hellstrom and Council staff represented Marlborough at a voyaging meeting in Auckland on 27 November 2015 – this was to explore the options for various vessels, waka and vaka to visit key sites during the commemorations.  The MoCH are assisting with a Government to Government discussion on the availability of the replica of the Endeavour for some of the commemorations.

Project Management and Funding

1. Cabinet have agreed that the MoCH will coordinate a national group for the commemorations and that the MoCH is to submit a budget for the 2016 Government Budget process for the commemorations.

1. The level of funding being requested and any other requirements of the participating communities and organisations to access Government funding are unknown at this stage.  It is anticipated that there will be local funding required to access Government funding and to cover those items not funded centrally.

1. The proposed Marlborough Trust for the commemorations will also seek sponsorship and cofounding for various elements of the commemorations.

1. Council staff are assisting with coordination and support until funding / staffing decisions are made in the 2016 Government and Council budgets.

1. MDC will need to consider budget provisions in the 2016/17 Annual Plan process.  There will be the need for project management and event funding and a paper contemplating this will be on the Council budget agenda.  There is no capacity within current budgets and staffing to support this long term project.

1. A further meeting of key people and organisations for the Marlborough commemorations will be held in mid-February 2016.

Summary

1. Significant progress has been made in planning for the Marlborough Cook 250th Commemorations in 2019/20.  The formation of a Trust to further the planning and development of these events is underway.

1. Government coordination and funding for the national commemorations and coordination is being considered in the 2016 Government budget process.

1. Council needs to consider financial and organisational support for the commemorations.

RECOMMENDED

1. That the report be received.

2. That Council endorse, in principle, the formation of the proposed Trust for the Marlborough Cook 250th commemorations and the priorities and work streams for the commemorations.

3. That a budget paper be prepared for the 2016/17 Annual Plan outlining the potential funding, project and event management required for the project.

MIA On-street Dining 

(Clr Sloan) (Report Prepared by Dean Heiford) 	R800-009-01, PN406529#02

Purpose 

1. To seek Council approval for MIA to establish an on-street dining area at 14 Scott Street. 

Background 

1. MIA currently operates a restaurant/wine cellar at 14 Scott Street. 

1. The restaurant owner would like to establish an outdoor dining area of 25m2 (three carparks) on Scott Street adjacent to the restaurant. A meeting was held with the owners on site and an agreement was reached to reduce the number of carparks that they had originally requested from three to two to help minimise the impact of lossing carparking space.

1. The owner would have tables and chairs within the area but none on their frontage to improve access between their restaurant and the new dining area. 

1. The owner would lease the area and meet any costs of development. 

Discussion 

1. The MIA owner has submitted a proposal and has been asked to approach those businesses that would be affected by the loss of carparks. (Proposal attached)

1. The current proposal has been submitted to Council staff, Marlborough Roads and Council’s property managers. 

1. The amended proposal asks that two of the seven angle carparks be developed into an on street dining area.  (Aerial photo attached – blue area is restaurant, red area proposed carpark occupation, yellow existing outdoor dining areas).

1. There has already been contact with Council from adjacent businesses querying how to become involved in the process as they do not wish to lose these carparks.  These carparks have a high turnover and are well used by the public.  There are two off street carparks on Kinross Street within 100m of the restaurant.

1. There are already two other areas along Scott Street that have been developed for outside dining and have reduced the parking along Scott Street.  One is currently unused as the restaurant has since closed.

1. All costs involved in establishing the area will be met by the restaurant owner. Any regulatory issues, including alcohol licensing, will need to be addressed by the owners. 

1. If approved by the Committee, the owner will be required to take out an Occupation Licence with Council’s property managers for the lease of the area. 

1. The final design and layout could be delegated to Clr Sloan and Council staff to approve. 

Summary 

1. The MIA restaurant owner would like to add an outdoor dining area to their restaurant on Scott Street. 

1. This will result in the loss of two carparks but will add further ambience to the Blenheim CBD. 

RECOMMENDED 

No recommendation pending discussion by the Committee. 



Submission by

 MIA NZ Limited

to the

Marlborough District Council

on the Outdoor Dining Permit

13/01/2016

MIA Dining and Wine cellar

14 Scott Street, Blenheim 7201

Background 

Marlborough is the Jewel in the crown of the NZ Wine industry and attracts both domestic and international guests. As an experienced independent Owner/Operator of a newly established hospitality business (Fine Dining Restaurant) here in Blenheim, one which has already been granted a licence to offer Outdoor Dining.

MIA, Marlborough’s truly unique Wine and Food destination. We offer a diverse and comprehensive wine selection by taste / glass / bottle / half case to complement our innovative, professional and modern approach to NZ Cuisine. MIA’s vision is to promote the wonderful diversity and bounty of this wonderful region.

We believe that the services which we provide are being accepted and received very well both by domestic and international guests, testament to this is the incredibly high number of comments made directly to us, emails received, Facebook reviews and Trip Advisor ratings paying tribute to our food, service and the dining experience we offer. 

Proposed Concept - Alfresco Dining 

The proposed concept of outdoor dining is especially popular given Blenheim’s wonderful climate and favourable conditions. In order to promote and accommodate this activity we request ordinances permitting it (three car parks).

Having spoken to the business owners and tenants here in Scott Street, the vast majority agree that for the future growth and prosperity of the precinct, development of urban street scapes and proactive activities will help to infuse the vibrancy and “life” which is necessary to achieve this goal.

We believe that Alfresco dining and hospitality services plays an integral role in Scott Street. We provide vibrancy, ambience, and vitality not only to our domestic and international guests, but for the many local residents and ratepayers within our community who enjoy the opportunity to sit and relax in a well maintained and professionally operated outdoor environment.

Thus bringing in more appreciative audiences who are much more likely to make the area a destination for whatever retail services that they may require. The overall objective is to generate more foot traffic and improved business activities for all our neighbours and business operators. A thoughtful and collective approach is the obvious path towards achieving this. 

Layout and design

Tables – 4 (1200 x 2m)	Chairs – 24

Planter Boxes – 2.4/600 as barriers	Umbrellas – 2m span

Recommendation 

The suggested price by APL $31.00 - $32.00 per square metre, which is reasonable for the business to absorb with your consideration to our proposed concept. We will be requiring 25 square metres which is equal to three car parks to get an overall Outdoor environment.

JETTI WALKER
Managing Director 
(MIA NZ Limited)
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Parking Building – Naming of Foyer 

(Clrs Andrews/Brooks) (Report Prepared by Dean Heiford) 	R800-002-03 

Purpose 

1. The purpose of this report is for Council to reconsider a proposal from Mr Phil Brown on the naming of the northern foyer of the parking building. 

Background 

1. Mr Brown submitted to the 2014/15 Annual Plan proposing that Council name the parking building to acknowledge the former use of the site and the association with the Lucas family. 

1. This was declined by Council (Minute C.13/14.417(50)). 

1. Councillors Andrews and Brooks sought the leave of Council to explore other options with Mr Brown to recognise the Lucas family within the parking building. 

Previous Proposal

1. The Councillors worked with Mr Brown on a suitable history board in line with the other history interpretation panels in the Blenheim CBD.

1. The board was to be put in the Northern foyer of the Parking Building.  Mr Brown had offered to do this at his expense if Council will continue to maintain the board once installed.  This had been agreed in principle by Council staff. 

1. Mr Brown had also proposed that the Northern foyer of the building could be named the “Lucas Brothers Foyer” to further enhance the connection between the site and the Lucas family. The proposed wording and layout required the removal or relocation of the blue “P” symbol from its current location in the white panel above the entrance doors.

1. Council considered the layout and naming proposal at the Committee meeting on 10 March 2015.  The concept was approved and staff were requested to bring back final location and wording options for the two proposals. (Minute A.14/15.329)

New Proposal 

1. Councillor Brooks has been working with Mr Brown and staff on a final proposal.  Due to costs the history panel in the northern foyer has been identified as the best option at a value of $2,500 plus GST.  Mr Brown has offered to pay half the costs with Council meeting the balance and undertaking the planning and installation.  The proposed location (Image 1) and format (Image 2) are attached.

1. Council has no budget for these works but Council’s share could be met out of underspent maintenance budget for the parking building.

Summary

1. Clrs Andrews and Brooks have been working with Mr Brown to further his proposal to recognise the Lucas family involvement with the parking building site. 

1. The installation of the history panel has been clarified for both parties. 

RECOMMENDED 

0. That Council agree to the proposed history panel in the Northern foyer of the Parking Building.

0. That the costs be split 50/50 between Council and Mr Brown.




Image 1 – Proposed Location





















Image 2 - Format

2016-17 Annual Plan Consultation Document: Consultation Plan

 (Clr Leggett) (Report Prepared by Neil Henry)	F230-A16-02

Purpose

1. To agree to the details of the proposed public consultation for the forthcoming 2016-17 Annual Plan Consultation Document.

Background

1. Councils are required to prepare and adopt an Annual Plan (AP) for each financial year (Local Government Act (LGA), s95) and must consult in a manner that gives effect to the ‘Special Consultative Procedure’ before adopting the Plan.  However, recent changes to the Act means that consultation is not required if the proposed AP does not include significant or material differences from the content of the Long Term Plan (LTP) for the financial year to which the proposed AP relates.

1. An assessment has been made of the items that will be included in the forthcoming Budget Agenda for the 25 February Council meeting, and the proposals, if agreed, are deemed to be significant or material, so consequently preparations are being made for the production of a Consultation Document (CD) for the forthcoming AP.  An example of the type of item that may be included is the establishment of a Zone Levy for the North West Extension to Blenheim.

1. The purpose and content of the CD for an AP is described in s.95A of the LGA and it differs to the more comprehensive requirements for LTP CD in that it focuses on changes to the LTP.

a. Purpose: to identify significant or material differences from the LTP in the proposed AP, to explain them in a manner that can be readily understood, and to initiate discussions between Council and its community.

b. Content: must explain: the differences from the LTP, including variations from financial or funding impact statements; new spending proposals, including the costs and how they will be met; proposals to substantially delay or not proceed with a significant project; and also outline the consequences of these issues.

1. The CD must be presented in a concise and simple manner, and must not contain or attach a draft of the AP, a full draft of any policy or other detailed information. Any supporting documents containing information relied on in the plan must be made available, and this information must be adopted.

1. In 2015, the following consultation methods were used:

a. Printing and distributing a summary of the CD to all households

b. Printing a copy of the full CD, and making it available in key locations such as Council offices, libraries etc

c. Publishing a Public Notice in the local newspaper

d. Councillors attending places where the public gather, such as markets, supermarkets and libraries, to discuss the proposals

e. Publishing media releases about the proposals

f. Radio advertising

g. Providing copies of the CD to Councillors so it can be distributed to local communities

h. Attending or hosting presentations upon request, eg; Federated Farmers

1. The key consultation dates are as follows:



Comments

1. On the basis that decisions are made to agree proposals that are a significant or material difference in 2016-17 compared to the adopted LTP, the following consultation is proposed: 

		

		Activities

		When



		

		Consultation Document

		



		1.

		Consultation Document to made available in Council offices, libraries and on the Council website and upon request.

		After 7 April 2016



		

		Written material, advertising etc

		



		2.

		Public notice

		7 April 2016



		3.

		Media releases outlining CD proposals, opportunities for submission for local and community newspapers

		March-May 2016



		4.

		Radio advertising

		During submissions period



		5.

		Paid newspaper advertising (Council pages) outlining CD proposals, opportunities for submission

		March-May 2016



		6.

		Council website and social media – key documents and Twitter alerts

		During submissions period



		7.

		Advertising space on Council bin trucks (tbc)

		During submissions period



		

		Opportunities for Councillors to meet the public

		



		8.

		Public libraries

		During submissions period



		9.

		Markets, supermarkets etc

		During submissions period



		10.

		Community meetings

		During submissions period



		11.

		Consultation with Iwi

		During submissions period







1. This proposed list of actions is similar to the approach to consultation for the 2015-25 LTP, except:

a. The CD will be significantly shorter than the one produced for the LTP.  This is because: 

· the content requirements are different, eg; no requirement infrastructure or financial strategy summaries, and 

· the level of detail required is less for the AP consultation document, eg; no requirement for discussion of options, except for any significant items that are deemed to be ‘amendments to the LTP’.    

Consequently, the CD will likely be a significantly shorter document and a summary document may not be required.

b. Clr Arbuckle has again offered to co-ordinate the arrangements for Councillors to meet the public.  He has raised the possibility of Councillors participating in discussions with Iwi as part of the consultation process.  This opportunity has been captured in the list above for discussion by the Committee.

1. Those submitters who request it will be able to present their views to Council at the Annual Plan hearings on 7-9 June, with decisions made by Council on 13 June.  The final Annual Plan will be adopted at the Council meeting on 30 June.

Summary

1. Recent changes to the LGA mean that whilst councils are required to adopt an Annual Plan, consultation is only required if there are significant or material differences from the content of the LTP for the financial year to which the proposed AP relates.  

1. An assessment has been made of the items that will be included in the forthcoming Budget agenda for the Council meeting on 25 February, and the proposals, if agreed, are deemed to be significant or material, so consequently preparations are being made for the production of a CD.

1. The consultation period, if required, will take place from 7 April – 9 May 2016.

1. A CD, if required, will be produced in accordance with the requirements of the LGA. As the content requirements are different to that for a LTP CD, it is likely to be a shorter document than the CD produced for the 2015-25 LTP.

1. A consultation programme, similar to the 2015-25 LTP consultation, has been devised.  One key difference for discussion is the possibility for Councillors to engage directly with Iwi on the content of the CD.

RECOMMENDED

That the proposed 2016-17 Annual Plan Consultation Document is adopted.

Zone Levies

(Clr Leggett)  (Report Prepared by Martin Fletcher)	F230-A16-05

Purpose

1. The purpose of this report is to recommend the conversion of the current Zone Levies applicable to developments in the North West Zone to Development Contributions.

Background

1. Currently Zone Levies are charged as Financial Contributions on the North West Development Zone under the provisions of the Wairau/Awatere Resource Management Plan. Judge Kenderdine, Environment Court Judge, confirmed the appropriateness of these provisions in her 20 November 1997 judgement.

1. In general terms these levies recover the “within subdivision development costs” that would normally be met by the developer. The reason Council incurred these costs is that the North West Zone had multiple property owners. As a result, while individual property owners could have done their own developments, it would have resulted in inefficient development across the whole Zone.

1. Instead Council has provided the core infrastructure (water, stormwater, sewerage and roads) and through the Zone Levy has sought to recover these costs.

1. This contrasts with the situation where a large development is owned by one developer eg: “Colonial Vineyard” and “Boulevard Park on Taylor” and core infrastructure is all within their subdivision and the developer meets the costs.  Zone Levies are not charged.

1. As signalled in the Long Term Plan development process Development Contribution Levies for the recent North West Zone extensions are in the process of development.

Why Change?

1. As Councillors are aware, Council is in the process of reviewing its Resource Management Plan. Currently the Draft Plan makes no provision for charging financial contributions.

1. Also there is an amendment to the Resource Management Act 1991 working its way through the Select Committee process. The Bill, if enacted, removes Council’s ability to charge financial contributions and currently doesn’t include any transition provisions.

1. As a result of the above two initiatives there is a need to include the policy for charging Zone Levies on the current North West Zone into Council’s Development Contributions Policy.

1. In addition, there is the equity issue. Zone Levies totalling $3,574,173.14 have been collected to date with a further $600,843.92 to be recovered. To treat those developers who have paid the Zone Levy to date equitably, those landowners who have yet to develop should also pay their share of Council costs.

Summary

1. Zone Levies recover the costs incurred by Council in the efficient subdivision of multi owner areas of land. Normally these costs are borne by the developer as they relate to “within subdivision” water, sewerage, stormwater and roads.

1. Large “single owner” subdividers who provide all their own “within subdivision” infrastructure are not charged Zone Levies.

1. With the upcoming changes to Council’s Resource Management Plan and legislation and the need to retain equity, there is the need to replicate the current Zone Levy Policy in Council’s Development Contribution Policy. Developers in the North West Zone will not face any additional costs as a result of the change.

RECOMMENDED

That Council agree to establish the current North West Zone Levy as a Development Contribution Levy.

Marlborough District Libraries Activity Report - December 2015

(Clrs Sloan/Brooks) (Report Prepared by Glen Webster)	L300-018-001-02

Purpose

1. The purpose of this report is to update Council on the operations of the Library services.

Systems Thinking

1. Staff continue to refine processes relating to various collections and procedures.

1. Collections include DVDs and magazines.

1. Processes include purchase requests (obtaining material not currently held in the collections),                   overdue items, cash management and acquisitions.

1. Decisions are based from the customers’ point of view. 

Picton Christmas Parade

1. Picton Library staff entered the Picton Christmas Parade.

1. The Picton Library float, consisting of a Bookworm, won third prize in the Business Float Category.

New Picton Library and Service Centre

1. The preliminary design stage work is progressing for the new Picton Library and Service Centre - Waitohi Whare Mātauranga me Te Tari Tautoko. 

1. The design team will continue to work through the preliminary/developed/detailed design stages of work between January and June 2016. 

1. Following this, tenders will be called for from local contractors, the tender will be awarded, and construction will commence. 

Summer Reading Programme

1. Once again the libraries have hosted very successful Summer Reading Programmes. This year’s theme being, “Get carried away with books”.

1. Early enrolments were accepted from children participating in Reading Recovery programmes throughout schools in the region, resulting in 31 children enrolling. 

1. This summer the Marlborough District Library offered a total of 220 
places and a total of 203 children completed the programme.

1. Picton Library offered 46 places.

1. Children came in with their families and shared with the librarians the great library books they had been reading. 

1. Stickers for their reading folders and little incentive prizes were given out for their effort. 

1. Staff endeavoured to help children with their book selection and encourage fun recreational reading. 

1. Reluctant readers were assisted to find books they would enjoy and at the right reading level. 

1. Staff encouraged children to try different genres to help expand their reading horizons.

1. Most children love to talk and have some individual attention with staff. This is such a great way to develop a love of reading by sharing their reading adventures.

1. Holiday story and craft session days had the libraries full to bursting. 

1. Sessions were very popular with both the locals and holiday makers. 

1. Grandparents especially came to see what was on at the Library as the sessions were a perfect holiday activity for them to take their grandchildren to.

1. This year the District Library staff decided to take the prize-giving back to Pollard Park Rose garden which could accommodate the numbers easily. 



1. Two sessions were held in the afternoon with approximately 100 children attending each session. 

1. The children were asked to participate in a scavenger hunt, with an option of an easier or more challenging version. Once they had completed this they went into a spot prize draw. 

1. A simple fresh fruit and vegetable platter with some potato chips were served and lots of water (the temperature was about 30 degrees!). 

1. The children were presented with their certificates, medals and book prizes. Each child received an ice-block at the conclusion of the party.

1. Picton Library once again held their finale party in the Picton School Hall. The hall was filled with balloons for run around activities and the children were able to make their own hot air balloons. 



1. It was a pleasure for staff to see lots of local families come together and support their children through their library.

Levity Beet, the children’s singer songwriter and maker of musical instruments made from recycled materials, entertained a huge crowd of children and adults at separate sessions held at the Picton Library and Marlborough District Library.

January Statistics

1. The following statistics were recorded:

		District Library 



		

		

		Checkouts

		

		Checkins

		

		TOTAL TRANSACTIONS      per day

		

		Door Count



		5-Jan

		 

		2,951

		 

		3,176

		 

		6,127

		 

		1,552



		6-Jan

		 

		1,356

		 

		1,472

		 

		2,828

		 

		1,019



		7-Jan

		 

		1,376

		 

		1,439

		 

		2,848

		 

		997



		8-Jan

		 

		1,524

		 

		1,393

		 

		2,917

		 

		1,165



		Picton Library



		

		

		Checkouts

		

		Checkins

		

		TOTAL TRANSACTIONS      per day

		

		Door Count



		5-Jan

		 

		376

		 

		642

		 

		1,018

		 

		369



		6-Jan

		 

		162

		 

		205

		 

		367

		 

		311



		7-Jan

		 

		195

		 

		195

		 

		390

		 

		251



		8-Jan

		 

		219

		 

		167

		 

		386

		 

		338





Usage Statistics

1. December  2015 Statistics:

		

		Checkouts

		Reference Enquiries

		Door Count (Visits)

		Holds (Reserves) Placed



		District Library, Blenheim

		30,154

		  622

		19,892 visits

		 1,214 holds



		Branch Library, Picton

		  4,712

		   828

		  6,567 visits

		   398 holds



		E-Resources

		     885

		   

		

		



		TOTAL

		35,751

		 1,450

		  26,459 visits

		  1,612 holds





Membership

1. The number of members who joined the libraries in December was:

    District Library, Blenheim	93

    Branch Library, Picton	23

   TOTAL	116

Website Site Hits -   www.marlboroughlibraries.govt.nz 

1. During the one month period (1 December – 31 December 2015) the libraries website recorded 2,490 unique visitors accessing the website, with 9,507 pages viewed.

Internet Usage – Aotearoa People’s Network Kaharoa (APNK)

1. The number of in-library computer sessions recorded in December 2015 were: 

District Library, Blenheim 	2,146

Branch Library, Picton	1,072

Total	3,218

Wi-Fi Usage – The total number of Wi-Fi user/device sessions in December 2015 were:

District Library, Blenheim	3,157

Branch Library, Picton	2,303

Total                                          5,460



RECOMMENDED

That the report be received. 

Targeted Tourism Rate

(Clr Leggett)  (Report Prepared by Murray South)	F230-A16-05

Purpose

1. The purpose of this report is to review Council’s current targeted tourism charge rating policy and the property type levies prior to the 2016-17 year.

Background

1. The current policy is:

“A targeted tourism rate is calculated on the basis of a fixed amount per separately used or inhabited part of a rating unit set differentially for the following land uses to enable Destination Marlborough to market Marlborough. A CPI adjustment of 2% has been applied to the previous charges. Marketing and Tourism is included under the Regional Development Activity.

Properties used for residential batches or other dwelling units that are advertised for short term rental accommodation and properties used for commercial rental accommodation where less than 30 people can be accommodated - $203 GST incl.

Properties used for commercial rental accommodation where 30 or more people can be accommodated – $312 GST incl.

Properties used for tourism activities (excluding the two groups above) - $227 GST incl”.

1. Under current rating policy there are 23 properties that are levied targeted charges under both the tourism activity group ($227) and the accommodation group ($203). If the levy is reduced this would reduce the grant to Destination Marlborough.

1. A submission was received during the 2015-16 Long Term Plan requesting that a business with a single brand with different products be rated once as a tourism activity.

1. A Targeted Tourism Charges paper was presented to the 6 October 2015 Community & Finance Committee.

1. The Committee resolved “That the current rating policy and the property type levies be reviewed prior to the 2016-17 year.”

Proposal

1. Subsequent to the Committee meeting Clrs Leggett and Shenfield met to progress this review. They have proposed that the Tourism Charges Policy be amended for the 2016-17 year so that where a tourism operator operates in two or more tourism groups, only the highest applicable tourism charge will be levied. 

1. A tourism operator currently levied both a targeted tourism activity and an accommodation tourism charge would then be levied only for the higher tourism activity charge.

RECOMMENDED

That Council agree to change the current Tourism Charges Policy by adding the following paragraph at the end of the policy:

"Where a tourism operator operates in two or more of the groups above, only the highest applicable group charge will be levied".

Rating Definition of Separately Used or Inhabited Part of a Rating Unit (SUIP)

(Clr Leggett) (Report Prepared by Murray South)	F230-A16-05

Purpose

1. The purpose of this agenda item is to review and update Council’s definition of “Separately used or inhabited part (SUIP) of a rating unit” in the Funding Impact Statement section of the Annual Plan. 

Background

1. The Society of Local Government Managers recently commissioned Simpson Grierson to review and provide advice on the definition of a SUIP, which forms the basis of this technical paper.

1. “Separately used or inhabited part of a rating unit” (SUIP) is a lawful factor for the uniform annual general charge and targeted rates under the Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 (the Rating Act). However, the term is no longer defined in legislation as it previously was in the Rating Powers Act 1988.[footnoteRef:1] What the legislation does require if a Council wishes to use SUIP as a factor, is for the Council to set out its definition in its Funding Impact Statement. [1:  Section 24(2) provides that for the purposes of separate uniform charges for water supply or waste collection, separately used or inhabited parts of a property or building included a portion of a separately rateable property used or inhabited by any person, other than the rateable occupier, having a right to use or inhabit that portion by virtue of a tenancy, lease, licence or other agreement.] 


1. This means it is for each Council to define SUIP. Over time this has come to include expressions such as “parts of a rating unit which are or are capable of being separately used or inhabited”. This reflects the impracticality of confirming whether separate parts of a rating unit are actually occupied or inhabited as at 30 June for the purposes of rating on that factor in the following financial year. Often, a definition using this expression will also specify characteristics of a property (such as kitchen facilities and separate external entrances) as proof of the capability for separate use or inhabitation. 

1. This has given rise to some legal challenges on the grounds that capability of separate use or inhabitation is not actual separate use and that a literal interpretation of the term as it is used in the legislation requires actual separate use etc.

1. A related consideration is that in Blair v Upper Hutt City Council[footnoteRef:2], the High Court has taken a very rigorous approach to the evidential basis upon which such matters should be determined[footnoteRef:3]. As a result, the primary definition of a SUIP should avoid reference to capability or availability for separate occupation. [2:  Blair v Upper Hutt City Council HC Wellington CIV-2005-485-2268, 22 December 2008.]  [3:  The case actually related to categorisation for differential rating purposes, but the same approach could be expected to apply to determining a SUIP.] 


Current Policy

1. Council’s current Funding Impact Statement Includes:

· “Council has the following policies to determine what constitutes a “separately used or inhabited part of a rating unit”:

· That in situations where a rating unit contains both a commercial or industrial type use, and a residential or rural type use, they will be treated as two separate uses and be assessed two sets of charges, except for those predominantly residential properties where the owner of the commercial/industrial operation resides on the same rating unit.

· For those predominantly residential rating units where the owner of the rating unit resides and operates a business or businesses (including a homestay or farmstay activity) from the same rating unit, they will be assessed only one uniform targeted charge for geographic area generaltype works. 

· Where services such as water, sewerage and refuse and kerbside recycling collection are supplied, separate charges will be assessed on the separately used or inhabited portions, except for those predominantly residential properties where the owner of the commercial/industrial operation or a homestay or farmstay activity resides on the same rating unit.

· Where a number of different businesses are located on one rating unit, each separate business will be assessed uniform charges. An exception is made for motels, hotels and dwellings used for commercial rental – they are treated as one business use even if each accommodation unit may be capable of separate habitation.

· Where rating units contain separate residential habitable dwellings that are capable of independent habitation (i.e. they have all the facilities such as bathroom, toilets, kitchens, separate entrance ways etc), uniform charges will be assessed on each dwelling.

· If a rating unit contains a dwelling and a flat (as shown as a “nature of improvements” on the Council valuation roll) and the flat contains a kitchen; uniform charges will be assessed on the dwelling and flat”.

Proposed Definition

1. Any robust definition must contain the primary concept of actual separate use or inhabitation. A way of addressing the reality that a separate part may not actually be separately inhabited (occupied) all the time or particularly as at 30 June, is to focus on the concept of separately used. There is legal authority for the concept that a part of a rateable property is separately used when it is subdivided and available for sale (even though it is vacant) because the separate use is by the owner as a property available for separate sale[footnoteRef:4]. [4:  Neil Construction v North Shore City Council [2001] 3 NZLR 533 (HC).] 


Proposed Policy

1. To address this technical issue the following policy (refer to 10. below) has been developed. The first four bullet points incorporate Simpson Grierson’s advice and the second four bullet points are unchanged from the current policy.  It is expected there will be minimal, if any, financial impact from changing to the proposed policy. The proposed policy is:

“Council has the following policies to determine what constitutes a “separately used or inhabited part of a rating unit”:

· A separately used or inhabited part of a rating unit includes any portion inhabited or used by the owner or a person other than the owner who has the right to use or inhabit that portion by virtue of a tenancy, lease, licence, or other agreement.

· This definition includes separately used parts, whether or not actually occupied at any particular time, which are provided by the owner for rental (or other form of occupation) on an occasional or long term basis by someone other than the owner.

· For the purpose of this definition, vacant land and vacant premises offered or intended for use or habitation by a person other than the owner and usually used as such are defined as 'used'.

· For the avoidance of doubt, a rating unit that has a single use or occupation is treated as having one separately used or inhabited part.

· That in situations where a rating unit contains both a commercial or industrial type use, and a residential or rural type use, they will be treated as two separate uses and be assessed two sets of charges, except for those predominantly residential properties where the owner of the commercial/industrial operation resides on the same rating unit.

· For those predominantly residential rating units where the owner of the rating unit resides and operates a business or businesses (including a homestay or farmstay activity) from the same rating unit, they will be assessed only one uniform targeted charge for geographic area generaltype works.

· Where services such as water, sewerage and refuse and kerbside recycling collection are supplied, separate charges will be assessed on the separately used or inhabited portions, except for those predominantly residential properties where the owner of the commercial/industrial operation or a homestay or farmstay activity resides on the same rating unit.

· Where a number of different businesses are located on one rating unit, each separate business will be assessed uniform charges. An exception is made for motels, hotels and dwellings used for commercial rental – they are treated as one business use even if each accommodation unit may be capable of separate habitation”.

1. The proposed policy has been reviewed by Simpson Grierson for legal compliance. 

RECOMMENDED

That Council adopts the proposed policy and SUIP definition in the Funding Impact Statement section of the 2016-17 Annual Plan.

Treasury Management Report for Period Ended 31 December 2015 

(Clr Dawson) (Report Prepared by Murray South)	 F290-006-15

Purpose

1. The purpose is to present the Treasury Management Report for the period ending 31 December 2015 to Council.

Attachment

1. Attached are details of Council’s Treasury Management Report for the quarter ended 31 December 2015. Comparative details for the quarter ended 30 September 2015 are shown in italics and shaded.

Market Interest Rate Movements

1. The Reserve Bank of New Zealand reduced the OCR to 2.50% in the December Monetary Policy Statement.

1. Bancorp, Council’s fund managers, advise that during the December quarter short term interest rates fell in response to the 25 basis point cut by the Reserve Bank of New Zealand while two year and longer term interest rates increased due to increasing yields in overseas bond markets, especially those in the United States.  See ‘Current Market Interest Rates’ on table attached. 

Investments

1. Details of Council funds and investments are attached. 

1. Council maintains an investment portfolio reported as securities in the Treasury Management Report:  

		Investments – short term 

		$7,813,723



		Investments – long term 

		$3,400,000



		Total Investments 

		$11,213,723







1. The total investments average interest earnings rate of 4.78% is 0.34% lower than the September quarter due to the lower interest rates on the reinvested BNZ term deposits. 

1. During the December quarter the following changes were made to the portfolio: 

· Four BNZ term deposits matured, and were reinvested for 180 - 182 days at interest rates between 3.66% and 3.79%. These rates are considerably lower than achieved previously, reflecting the fall in rates that were reported in the previous quarter. What was pleasing was the competition for funds with Westpac winning one of the new term deposits.

Term deposits continue to provide higher yields than short term bonds.

1. Council maintains the investment portfolio considering: 

· Compliance with Council’s Treasury Management Policy investment parameters; and

· The level of investment required to maintain an adequate disaster recovery reserve, as reported in the 25 August 2015 Insurance Renewal and Risk Financing Update Report.

1. Bancorp provide advice on reinvestment of securities and report quarterly on Treasury Management Policy for compliance and investment returns.

Compliance with Council Policy

1. Council’s Treasury Management Policy sets criteria surrounding credit rating, maximum investment allowed with any one institution and the maximum allowed to be invested with any type of institution.

1. All criteria have been met for the 31 December quarter.

External Borrowings

1. As at 31 December 2015 Council has $29.34M ($29.94M as at 30 September 2015) of external borrowings, of which $28M ($2 M as at 30 September 2015) is hedged. 

1. The following graph shows Council’s current Westpac and Local Government Funding Agency “LGFA” borrowings and fixed rate hedging or borrowings (fixed swaps) measured against Council Treasury Management Policy and hedging parameters (policy bands). 



1. A Debt Policy paper included in the 21 April 2015 Committee agenda reported on the decision, following consultation with the Chairman and Bancorp to combine the existing swaps into one and extend it out to 2025. This provided greater long term certainty of Council’s debt costs and a significant reduction of margin costs but going outside policy for a short time.

1. MDC Holdings Limited’s borrowings as at 31 December 2015 were $60.28M ($57.48M as at 30 September 2015.

RECOMMENDED

That Council receive the Treasury Management Report for the period ended 31 December 2015.





Financial Report for Council – Period Ended 31 December 2015 

(Clr Arbuckle) (Report Prepared by Janette Somerville)	 F275-002-15

1. Attached is the financial report for Council for the first six months ended 31 December 2015.   

1. The Income Statement reports a deficit of $1.44M for the year to date.  This is a $3.43M improvement on the $4.86M budgeted deficit.    

Revenue

1. Total Income for the December year to date is ahead of budget by $0.81M (2%).

1. Comments are provided below on variances greater than $100,000:

a. Rates includes $68K more of metered water sales than budgeted as a result of the dry summer, mainly for the Southern Valleys’ irrigation scheme and Havelock, partially offset with less consumed in Riverlands, which historically increases at vintage time.

b. The Dividends forecast has been updated to include a further payment expected from MDC Holdings in late February.

c. Gain on sale of fixed assets is ahead of budget because there were more unsold BPOT sections at the end of last financial year than budgeted, the majority of which have since settled this year.  Titles for the stage 3B development are due in April with 17 of the 40 sections currently under contract.  Forecast reflects the latest estimate. 

d. Funds received from Marlborough Regional Forestry are higher than originally budgeted because log prices and log quality have held and they are continuing to harvest in easier terrain.  Forecast reflects the latest estimate.

e. Property and other revenue is ahead of budget mainly due to increased corridor access fees together with unbudgeted insurance recoveries and directors fees. Forecast has been updated.

f. Roads and footpaths income is less than budget due to:

i. Slower than anticipated subdivision and development impact levies as many developers paid in anticipation of the 1 July development contributions levy increase.

ii. Less than budgeted NZTA subsidy on both capital expenditure projects as well as general operations.  These are reliant on the timing of expenditure incurred.  Forecast has been updated.

g. Sewerage revenue is less than budget due to less than anticipated development contributions.  Forecast has been updated.

h. Solid Waste Management is higher than budget mainly due to increased revenue from dump fees.  Forecast reflects the updated dump fees estimate and is offset by a reduction in the Ministry of Environment capital contribution for the construction of the CIF building.  The balance of funds will be received in 2016-17 once agreed milestones have been completed.

i. Compliance is ahead of budget due to  receipt of Court fines relating to the prosecution of Woolley and Awarua farm as well as recoveries of legal costs for the Aubade abatement notice appeal.  Forecast reflects the latest estimate.

Expenditure

1. Overall expenditure is less than budgeted by $2.62M (5%). Comments are provided on variances greater than $100,000:

a. Community Support is ahead of budget due to higher than anticipated uptake of energy efficiency services, predominately the solar water heating scheme.  Payments to service providers are included in the energy efficiency rate levied over nine years to those ratepayers. Forecast has been updated to reflect this.

b. Library services is ahead of budget due to demolition costs of the Dublin Street properties in Picton.  Forecast has been updated.

c. Community facilities is less than budget due to:

i. Slower than anticipated expenses for the Horton Park netball relocation project.

ii. Less than budgeted contracts for the many reserves, halls and public conveniences.

iii. Less than budgeted internal loan interest due to deferrals and delays in the 2014-15 capital expenditure programme.  Interest on new loans for the 2015-16 will be calculated on actual spend this year and charged in funding at year end.

These favourable variances have been partially offset by;

i. Unbudgeted consultancy and seismic repairs for the Waitaria Bay Settlers Hall.  Forecast has been updated.

d. Roads and footpaths expenditure is less than budget mainly due to:

i. Less than expected emergency reinstatement due to no major events occurring this year to date.   

ii. Minor safety improvements which is just a timing issue as we expect this will be close to budget by year end.

iii. Various road maintenance including cyclepath, sealed footpaths, traffic services and structure.  Most of this work is programmed for the second half of the financial year and we envisage it will be close to budget by year end. 

iv. Internal loan interest due to savings, deferrals and delays in the 2014-15 capital expenditure programme.  Interest on new loans for the 2015-16 will be calculated on actual spend this year and charged in funding at year end.

These favourable variances have been partially offset by higher than expected;

ii. Environmental and routine drainage maintenance which is seasonal and should be near budget by the end of June.  Forecast has been updated.

e. Sewerage is slower than budget due to:

i. Lower treatment costs which are seasonal and we expect the majority of the variance to be corrected by May 2016. 

ii. Less than expected reticulation maintenance which is offset by unfavourable pump station power.  Forecast has been updated.

f. Solid Waste Management is less than budget mainly due to:

i. The Landfill ETS obligation payment is yet to be made.  The annual return to 31 December 2015 will be completed shortly with payment due 31 May.  The budget spread has been updated.    

ii. Both consultancy and contracts are slower than anticipated but are expected to be close to budget by year end.

iii. Fewer instances than anticipated where repairs and maintenance has been required.  Forecast reflects the latest estimate.

g. Environmental Policy is less than budget due to:

i. Legal fees being lower than expected as there have been no appeals this year to date. 

ii. Delays with the water allocation project.  External providers have started the project and we expect the budget will be fully spent by June.

iii. Both consultancy and contract less than budgeted as the main focus has been the work on the Marlborough Environment Plan.  Forecast has been updated.

h. Environment Science and Monitoring expenditure is slower than budget for monitoring project expenses. The majority of this expenditure is realised in the last quarter of the financial year.

i. Resource Consents is ahead of budget due to legal and commissioner fees associated with the Beatrix Bay appeal.  Forecast has been updated.

j. Harbours is less than budget due to:

i. Insurance premium savings due to changing from Riskpool to direct “London placement” organised through Jardine Insurance Brokers. 

ii. Personnel costs are less than expected, however casual wages for the summer season should bring this closer to budget by April.

k. Regional Development is ahead of budget due to unbudgeted remedial works for the Alfred Street car park (settlement proceeds received last year).  Forecast has been updated.

l. External interest expense is lower than anticipated due to the savings, deferrals and delays in the 2014-15 capital expenditure programme together with lower lending interest rates.  Interest on new 2015-16 loans will be calculated on actual spend this year and charged in funding at year end. Forecast has been updated.

m. Property and other expenditure is less than budget due to Insurance premium savings both from the change from Riskpool (per 5j i above) together with a reduction in the annual LAPP member contribution.  Forecast has been updated.

Capital Expenditure

1. Budgeted capital expenditure for the year is $71.04M including $19.72M of carryovers from the 2014-15 financial year.  

Actual expenditure of $11.84M to the end of December is $5.36M slower than the same period last year ($17.2M) and $13.07M less than budgeted for the year to date.  

1. Indications are that there is likely to be deferrals and carryovers to 2016-2017 of approximately $17.51M in the following activities:

		Activity

		$M

		Comment



		Community Facilities

		$0.93M

		Picton Historic restoration works and Omaka Cemetery developments slower than expected. We are awaiting the removal of the historic places designation for A&P Park grandstand before any work is progressed.  Completion of the seismic work at the Stadium is likely to be completed in the new financial year.



		Flood Protection & Control Works

		$0.6M

		Stopbank progress delayed re land owner access approval negotiations taking longer than expected in lower Wairau due to the complicated ownership structure of Maori land.  Rock and gambion works at Tuamarina below the rail bridge have been deferred to undertake the whole project in 2016-17 in one construction contract.



		Roads & Footpaths

		$2.08M

		Blenheim CBD works including 2 High St and small towns projects will continue into next year.  We also expect there to be subdivisional works deferred as is dependent on the existing scheduled work in the area.



		Sewerage 

		$8.5M

		Design and consultancy issues for both Blenheim and Picton trunk main and pump station upgrades now deferred to in 201617.



		Stormwater

		$0.5M

		Muller Road diversion to the Town Branch and Redwood St upgrade delayed.



		Solid Waste Management

		$1M

		Construction of the new CIF building to be completed next year.



		Water

		$3.9M

		Completion of  the Taylor Pass high reservoir will now be in 2016-17.  The Speeds Rd upgrade including pipeline, reservoir and treatment is behind schedule and will be completed next year.





1. There is also expected to be capital savings of approximately $2.68M in the following activities:

		Activity

		$M

		Comment



		Community Housing

		$1M

		Arthur St Blenheim development postponed.  Budget approval will be sought in the future when alternative plans and funding structure have been determined.  



		Community Facilities

		$0.5M

		Provision in unspecified reserves unable to be funded from Land sub reserve.



		Flood Protection & Control Works Roads

		$0.08M

		Main Street pump station project expected to be under budget.



		Solid Waste Management

		$1M

		Expected project savings for stage 7 of the Regional Landfill development. 



		Water

		$0.1M

		Reservoir slope stabilisation works are expected to be below budget.





 

RECOMMENDED

That the financial report for the period ended 31 December 2015 be received.











Debtors Overdue Reports as at 31 December 2015

(Clr Arbuckle) (Report Prepared by Sonja Greenhill)	F220-002-020-15

Purpose

1. To present the Debtors and Property Leases and Licences Debtors reports as at 31 December 2015.

Background

1. This report reports on the levels of debt relating in the main to the following revenue streams:

 - 	Building Consents

 - 	Resource Consents

 - 	Development Contributions

 - 	Licences

 - 	Tradewaste

 - 	Water and Sewerage Connections

1. The Debtors Report as at 31 December 2015 is attached for Councillors' information.

1. The Current Balance includes the second quarter Tradewaste invoices totalling $485,556 (December 2014 $560,205).

1. The 90 Days balance is the lowest it has been in 12 months.

1. The Property Leases and Licences Debtors Report as at 31 December 2015 is also attached for Councillors' information. Current and total balances fluctuate monthly depending on individual leases and invoicing periods, eg; monthly, quarterly, six monthly or annually.  

RECOMMENDED

That the information be received.
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		DEBTORS REPORT AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2015

		 





						

		

		Current Month

		Comparison for Previous 5 Months



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Aged Analysis Report

		December

		November

		October

		September

		August

		July



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Current

		1,332,157.72

		1,058,186.86

		1,841,900.21

		996,842.58

		828,722.85

		805,496.88



		30 - 90 Days

		159,451.42

		216,048.32

		149,811.24

		129,783.71

		279,447.94

		337,330.12



		90 Days

		59,643.11

		76,355.51

		69,749.29

		363,902.98

		429,693.58

		365,630.88



		Outstanding Debtors Closing Balance

		1,551,252.25

		1,350,590.69

		2,061,460.74

		1,490,529.27

		1,537,864.37

		1,508,457.88



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Debtors Action Report - Debtors over 90 days with Balance >$250

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		December

		November

		October

		September

		August

		July



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		With Receivables Management

		7,747.26

		7,663.56

		7,663.56

		7,663.56

		7,663.56

		8,351.52



		Paying by Arrangement

		15,750.12

		28,016.07

		26,400.10

		43,341.88

		47,413.02

		45,427.17



		Negotiating Payment Arrangement

		3,599.79

		370.00

		                    -   

		5,673.76

		7,207.64

		9,972.02



		Debts in Dispute

		18,836.26

		18,836.26

		18,796.26

		297,162.40

		297,162.40

		297,162.40



		Payments since month end taken off above amounts

		12,551.12

		20,528.69

		15,524.99

		8,214.91

		69,378.95

		2,965.57



		Sub-Total

		58,484.55

		75,414.58

		68,384.91

		362,056.51

		428,825.57

		363,878.68



		Various Debtors with Balances <$250

		1,158.56

		940.93

		1,364.38

		1,846.47

		868.01

		1,752.20



		Over 90 days Outstanding Total

		59,643.11

		76,355.51

		69,749.29

		363,902.98

		429,693.58

		365,630.88













		Property Leases and Licences Debtors Report as at 31 December 2015





		

		

		Current Month

		Comparison for Previous 5 Months



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Aged Analysis Report

		December

		November

		October

		September

		August

		July



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Current

		15,730.98

		90,102.45

		31,062.67

		155,451.62

		66,369.15

		39,348.25



		30  Days

		43,849.82

		18,389.17

		26,679.52

		20,316.55

		14,961.70

		3,012.50



		60 Days  

		9,010.35

		6,991.61

		13,955.13

		9,669.83

		1,618.13

		2,069.16



		90 Days

		21,993.11

		29,989.22

		17,531.28

		14,636.21

		13,893.73

		14,285.22



		Outstanding Debtors Closing Balance

		90,584.26

		145,472.45

		89,228.60

		200,074.21

		96,842.71

		58,715.13



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		60 and 90 days Overdue Balance

		31,003.46

		36,980.83

		31,486.41

		24,306.04

		15,511.86

		16,354.38
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Rates Report as at 31 December 2015

(Clr Leggett)  (Report Prepared by Wendy Williams) 	 F270-28-14

Purpose

1. To present the Rate Levies Status Report, Rate Arrears Aged Balance Report and the Water Billing Debtors Report as at 31 December 2015.

Rate Levies Status Report and Rate Arrears Aged Balance Report

1. Attached for information are the Rate Levies Status Report and Rate Arrears Aged Balance Report as at 31 December 2015. 

1. We have collected 49.05% of the overall rates levied for 2015-2016 (inclusive of arrears) and this compares with 48.88% at this time last year.  

1. Since 10 December, the final day for payment of rates instalment two, there were 899 (827) penalty letters posted due to non-payment.  Any rates that remain unpaid will be followed up in the second week of January 2016.  The comparable number last year is shown in brackets.

1. Debt Management - Attached for information are the Debt Management Report Properties with Registered Mortgages and the Debt Management Report Properties without Registered Mortgages.  These reports provide a summary of action taken and results achieved so far this rating year.

1. As at 10 December 2015 Council has processed and granted 1,677 (1,703) rates rebate applications.  The comparable number last year is shown in brackets.  

1. Rates instalment three will be posted 1 February and is due for payment by 10 March 2016. 

Water Billing Debtors Report

1. Attached for information is the Water Billing Debtors Report as at 31 December 2015.

1. The current balance of $633,661 ($614,346) includes the quarterly water billing for all areas except Awatere.  The comparable amount last year is shown in brackets.

RECOMMENDED

That the report be received.







		Rate Levies Status Report as at 31 December 2015





								

		Financial Division

		Balance B/Fwd (01/07/15)

		Inst Levy To Q2

		Arrears Pen

		Instal Pen

		Adjustments

		Cash Received (incl Paid in Advance)

		Add back Paid in Advance 31/12/2015

		Balance 31/12/2015



		Blenheim

		          139,764 

		   16,775,796 

		         23,428 

		        41,225 

		          (107,726)

		     (17,271,990)

		          898,391 

		            498,888 



		Blenheim Vicinity

		            69,349 

		     6,501,817 

		           8,672 

		        18,830 

		            (69,869)

		       (6,737,197)

		          347,395 

		            138,997 



		General Rural

		          177,744 

		     5,222,496 

		         18,126 

		        25,671 

		            (44,625)

		       (5,475,424)

		          371,521 

		            295,508 



		Picton

		          129,183 

		     4,159,820 

		         10,016 

		        18,776 

		            (66,588)

		       (4,232,784)

		          228,951 

		            247,374 



		Picton Vicinity

		              9,139 

		        288,712 

		           1,110 

		          1,773 

		                 (572)

		          (316,835)

		            30,149 

		              13,475 



		Sounds Admin Rural

		            11,826 

		        628,952 

		           1,900 

		          6,779 

		            (13,040)

		          (653,298)

		            85,720 

		              68,839 



		Utilities Network

		                    -   

		          10,212 

		                -   

		                -   

		                     -   

		            (19,320)

		              8,004 

		              (1,104)



		Current Year Totals

		          537,005 

		   33,587,804 

		         63,252 

		      113,054 

		          (302,418)

		     (34,706,849)

		       1,970,131 

		         1,261,978 













		Rate Arrears Aged Balance Report as at 31 December 2015



		Year

		Total Outstanding (01/07/2015)

		Cash Received (-)

		Total Arrears Outstanding 31/12/2015

		Postponed Rates included in Total Arrears 30/06/2015



		2014/15

		                     871,514 

		                       622,114 

		                      249,400 

		                       12,823 



		2013/14

		                       89,174 

		                         49,536 

		                        39,637 

		                         9,204 



		2012/13

		                       31,944 

		                         13,951 

		                        17,993 

		                         2,934 



		2011/12

		                       23,568 

		                           8,817 

		                        14,750 

		                         2,502 



		2010/11

		                       12,757 

		                           3,883 

		                          8,873 

		                         2,531 



		Prior 2010

		                       15,113 

		                           3,041 

		                        12,072 

		                         3,405 



		Total

		                  1,044,068 

		                       701,343 

		                      342,726 

		                       33,399 



		Rates balance b/fwd

		                     537,005 

		

		

		



		Add back Paid in Advance

		                     507,063 

		Paid in Advance 1/7/2014

		497,196

		



		Total Arrears Actual

		                  1,044,068 

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		Rates postponement is offered to ratepayers aged over 65 under Council's Remission and Postponement Policy

		 











		Water Billing Debtors Report as at 31 December 2015

		 



		

		Current Month

		Comparison for Previous 5 Months



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Aged Analysis Report

		December

		November

		October

		September

		August

		July



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Current

		633,661.27

		729.07

		98,906.78

		253,810.79

		-

		(1,652.95)



		30 - 90 Days

		5,322.81

		60,352.64

		30,993.49

		(4,668.96)

		9,967.09

		103,268.75



		90 Days

		4,477.54

		4,048.57

		3,726.10

		19,101.09

		3,971.73

		5,587.48



		Outstanding Debtors Closing Balance

		643,461.62

		65,130.28

		133,626.37

		268,242.92

		13,938.82

		107,203.28



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Debtors Action Report - Debtors over 90 days Balance >$250

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		December

		November

		October

		September

		August

		July



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		Paying by Arrangement

		4,604.00

		4,209.62

		4,610.50

		5,124.05

		3,104.18

		2,908.82



		Negotiating Payment Arrangement

		6,843.17

		5,648.50

		7,454.05

		9,217.36

		3,069.54

		6,088.01



		Payments since month end taken off above amounts

		80.00

		1,418.11

		770.51

		6,889.26

		2,790.11

		-



		Sub-Total

		11,527.17

		11,276.23

		12,835.06

		21,230.67

		8,963.83

		8,996.83



		Various Debtors with Balances <$250 or Credit Balances

		(7,049.63)

		(7,227.66)

		(9,108.96)

		(2,129.58)

		(4,992.10)

		(3,409.35)



		90 days Outstanding Total

		4,477.54

		4,048.57

		3,726.10

		19,101.09

		3,971.73

		5,587.48











Debt Management Report
Properties with Registered Mortgages



		Arrears 2015
281 Ratepayers being:

279 with arrears as at 30 June 2015

       and ;  

    2 brought forward from 2014

		2014

(Carried forward to 2015 shown in bold)

		Oct 2015

		Dec 2015



		Paid

		239

		80

		139



		Arrangement made for repayment

		2

		21

		17



		Notice of Default sent to Mortgagee

		0

		56

		81



		Notice of Demand sent to Mortgagee

		1

		0

		0



		No mortgage registered - Court action required (Refer Properties Without Registered Mortgages Report)

		12

		34

		34



		Action still to be taken

		0

		90

		10



		Mortgagee sale in progress

		0

		0

		0



		Still to pay (from above)

		15

		201

		142



		Total

		254

		281

		281









Debt Management Report
Properties without Registered Mortgages



		Unencumbered Properties 2015 

53 Ratepayers being:

34 transferred from October 2015 on the

     previous Properties with Registered

    Mortgages report and;

19 brought forward from 2014  

		2014

    (Carried forward to 2015 shown in bold)

		Oct 2015       

		Dec 2015



		Paid following receipt of letter outlining the consequences of non-payment, letter giving notice of Court proceedings or as a result of Court action

		16

		0

		19



		Arrangement made for repayment

		3

		3

		2



		Awaiting response or further information required

		0

		0

		0



		Lodged with agent to commence recovery action through the Court after receiving no response to our letter advising Council will seek Judgment or our phone call where possible

		

0



		6

		4



		Notice of Claim filed and/or served on the ratepayer

		3

		3

		3



		Enforcement of Judgment

		2

		2

		2



		To commence legal proceedings when debt becomes over three years old or more than $3,700 

		11

		39

		23



		Still to pay (from above)

		19

		53

		34



		Total

		35

		53

		53









Decision to Conduct Business with the Public Excluded

Decided:	That the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this meeting, namely:

· Debtors’ Overdue Report

The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded, the reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter and the specific grounds under Section 48(1) of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows:

		General Subject of each matter to be considered

		Reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter

		Ground(s) under Section 48(1) for the passing of this resolution



		Debtors Overdue Report

		In order to protect the privacy of natural persons, as provided for under Section 7(2)(a).

		That the public conduct of the relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting would be likely to result in the disclosure of information for which good reason for withholding exists under Section 7 of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987.
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MARLBOROUGH DISTRICT COUNCIL


QUARTERLY TREASURY MANAGEMENT REPORT 


Current Market Interest Rates as at 31 December 2015


TermRate quoted from -


December                  


2015


November                  


2015


October                  


2015


September          


2015


OCRReserve Bank 2.50%2.75%2.75%2.75%


30 daysReserve Bank2.62%2.79%2.90%2.84%


90 daysBank bills2.75%2.83%2.88%2.84%


Maturity 12/17NZ Government Bonds- yield2.77%2.73%2.56%2.49%


Maturity 03/19NZ Government Bonds- yield2.89%2.90%2.67%2.60%


Maturity 04/23NZ Government Bonds- yield3.58%3.60%3.26%2.99%


Maturity 04/27NZ Government Bonds- yield3.97%3.95%3.57%3.32%


Statement of MDC Cash, Investments and External Borrowings as at 31 December 2015


% Funds


Last Quarter 


Sept  2015


Bank Current Accounts


 - BNZ


Current Funds or (Overdraft)


545,135          3.33%


$18,856


(allowing for unpresented cheques of $35,554)


On Call


Rating


 - BNZAA-1.50%4,613,221       28.18%


$10,034


Readily Available Funds5,158,356      31.51%$28,890


Investments -short term (12 months or less)


Banks


 - BNZAA-1yr (06/16)4.10%54,053            0.33%


$54,053


 - BNZAA-1yr (06/16)4.30%204,329          1.25%


$202,148


 - BNZAA-182 days (05/16)3.69%2,245,188       13.71%


$2,198,206


 - BNZAA-240 days (04/16)3.83%1,129,793       6.90%


$1,129,793


 - BNZAA-180 days (04/16)3.67%1,104,676       6.75%


$1,080,642


 - BNZAA-180 days (04/16)3.66%1,107,763       6.77%


$1,083,661


 - WestpacAA-181 days (05/16)3.79%1,020,000       6.23%


$1,000,000


Securities 


 - Rotorua District CouncilUR8 years (04/16)8.16%947,921          5.79%


$947,921


Investments Available within 1 year


4.28%$7,813,72347.73%$7,696,424


Investments -long term (greater than 12 months)


Securities 


 - Auckland CouncilAA7 years (09/17)6.52%500,000          3.05%


$500,000


 - ANZ/NationalBBB+10 years (04/18)5.28%1,000,000       6.11%


$1,000,000


 - BNZAA-7 years (12/18)6.10%1,400,000       8.55%


$1,400,000


 - RabobankA+7 years (03/19)6.10%500,000          3.05%


$500,000


Funds Available > 1 year5.92%3,400,000      20.77%$3,400,000


Total Funds Available4.78%$16,372,079100.00%$11,125,314


5.12%


External Borrowings


Westpac


- Loans less than 12 months-                       


-                       


Local Government Funding Authority


- Loans greater than 12 months5.18%28,000,000    


Total External Borrowings28,000,000$  


MDC Holdings Ltd


- Current account (interest charged annually @ 90 day bank bill rate)1,339,990       


Total Borrowings29,339,990$  
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actualbudgetforecastbudget


Rates 30,007,32329,853,307154,0161% 60,230,11160,124,812105,2990%


-less remissions(320,231)(265,000)(55,231)21% (585,231)(530,000)(55,231)10%


Rates 29,687,09229,588,30798,7850%59,644,88059,594,81250,06811%


Rates penalty income209,982172,50037,48222% 382,482345,00037,48211%


Total Rates29,897,07429,760,807136,2670%4a60,027,36259,939,81287,5500%


Other Income


Dividends612,860600,00012,8602%


4b


1,158,860850,000308,86036%


Interest Revenue (external)306,676404,000(97,324)-24%759,676808,000(48,324)-6%


Petroleum Tax182,830183,500(670)-0% 367,000367,00000%


Gain on Sale of Fixed Assets1,690,5591,305,000385,55930%


4c


3,500,0002,569,221930,77936%


Marlborough Regional Forestry1,017,750885,000132,75015%4d2,020,7501,770,000250,75014%


Property and Other Revenue1,363,0091,222,587140,42211%4e2,540,7542,328,504212,2509%


Total Other Income5,173,6844,600,087573,59734%10,347,0408,692,7251,654,31590%


Activity Income


Democratic Process730840(110)-13% 1,5701,680(110)-7%


Culture and Heritage222-222- 222-222-


Community Housing595,904562,99432,9106% 1,158,8981,125,98732,9113%


Community Safety79,88660,55019,33632% 140,436121,10019,33616%


Community Support139,804119,68020,12417% 254,484239,36015,1246%


Library Services76,94079,500(2,560)-3% 156,440159,000(2,560)-2%


Emergency Management42,84136,5606,28117% 79,40173,1206,2819%


Community Facilities549,883575,519(25,636)-4% 1,105,2471,110,728(5,481)-0%


Roads and footpaths2,938,5483,433,680(495,132)-14%4f8,637,4558,868,855(231,400)-3%


Flood protection and control works1,680,5871,608,54672,0414% 3,193,7793,163,75930,0191%


Sewerage1,122,3761,229,997(107,621)-9%4g2,329,0772,519,994(190,917)-8%


Stormwater drainage18,50338,000(19,497)-51% 256,503276,000(19,497)-7%


Water Supply145,998214,750(68,752)-32% 542,256624,500(82,244)-13%


Solid Waste Management2,674,6482,372,118302,53013%4h5,563,1355,520,55142,5841%


Environmental Policy-37,500(37,500)-100% 75,00075,000--


Environmental Science and Monitoring35,1512,50032,6511306% 37,6515,00032,651653%


Resource Consents667,230727,500(60,270)-8% 1,394,7301,455,000(60,270)-4%


Building Control1,168,0351,217,000(48,965)-4% 2,385,0352,434,000(48,965)-2%


Compliance1,066,176790,810275,36635%4i1,231,822930,653301,16932%


Biosecurity (Pest Management)17,34616,0001,3468% 33,34632,0001,3464%


Harbours493,572405,06388,50922% 531,872497,05434,8187%


Regional Development1,038,364949,72388,6419%2,835,6762,774,44661,2302%


Total Activity Income14,552,74414,478,83073,9141%31,944,03532,007,787(63,752)-0%


Total MDC Income49,623,50248,839,724783,7782%102,318,437100,640,3241,678,1132%


 Total revenue which is non-cash or 


tied to a reserve or to fund capex 


(6,111,631)(6,140,209)28,578-0%(14,927,175)(14,094,958)(832,217)6%


Total MDC Operating Income43,511,87142,699,515812,3562%87,391,26286,545,366845,8971%


Income and Expenditure Statement


31 December 2015


Income


year to datewhole year


variancevariance


-5,00010,00015,00020,00025,00030,00035,000JulAugSepOctNovDecJanFebMarAprMayJun$000's


2015-16 YTD Activity Income


budgetactualforecast
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actualbudgetforecastbudget


Activity Expenditure


 


Democratic Process1,387,0571,408,94821,8912% 2,760,4252,817,06956,6432%


 Culture and Heritage678,490683,8805,3901% 862,282857,970(4,312)-1%


 


Community Housing669,176673,2424,0661% 1,427,3791,427,379(0)-0%


 


Community Safety103,840123,17919,33916% 245,107246,3371,2300%


 


Community Support1,026,402844,318(182,084)-22%5a1,776,0461,588,636(187,410)-12%


 Library Services1,240,5691,016,472(224,097)-22%5b2,178,6411,941,465(237,176)-12%


 


Emergency Management433,109441,1408,0312% 799,719875,01375,2949%


 


Community Facilities5,057,3155,204,086146,7713%5c9,342,9949,343,9991,0050%


 


Roads and footpaths8,582,0019,256,794674,7937%5d20,505,11820,488,798(16,320)-0%


 Flood protection and control works2,396,1282,436,30240,1742% 4,818,2344,856,37938,1451%


 


Sewerage4,767,1095,087,852320,7436%5e10,282,04810,619,661337,6133%


 


Stormwater drainage1,101,1071,194,81293,7058% 2,328,5912,385,50456,9132%


 


Water Supply4,169,9564,130,231(39,725)-1% 8,469,9758,437,553(32,423)-0%


 Solid Waste Management3,476,4553,815,434338,9799%5f7,461,6487,559,22097,5721%


 


Environmental Policy560,475743,778183,30325%5g1,491,7681,487,300(4,468)-0%


 


Environmental Science and Monitoring1,394,3451,647,893253,54815%5h3,251,9523,294,24842,2961%


 


Resource Consents1,337,8981,213,166(124,732)-10%5i2,655,6312,515,824(139,807)-6%


 


Building Control1,437,1621,494,08456,9224% 2,903,0932,986,68983,5963%


 


Compliance1,173,8991,253,91380,0146% 2,750,4072,796,07745,6702%


 


Biosecurity (Pest Management)636,537695,33758,8008% 1,366,3741,389,97323,5992%


 


Harbours661,998795,115133,11717%5j1,830,2531,884,16853,9153%


 


Regional Development3,411,4423,015,666(395,776)-13%5k7,266,7936,939,431(327,362)-5%


Total Activity Expenditure45,702,47047,175,6421,473,1723%96,774,48196,738,694(35,786)-0%


 


Includes Internal Interest3,295,3023,564,550269,2488% 7,695,2128,063,415368,2035%


42,407,16843,611,0921,203,9243%89,079,26888,675,279(403,989)-0%


Other expenditure


 


Interest expense (external)514,6981,767,5001,252,80271%5l3,000,0003,535,000535,00015%


 


Property and other expenditure2,026,2452,185,231158,9867%5m2,835,8612,958,075122,2144%


Total other expenditure2,540,9433,952,7311,411,78836%5,835,8616,493,075657,21410%


Total MDC expenditure44,948,11147,563,8232,615,7125%94,915,12995,168,354253,2250%


Operating SURPLUS(DEFICIT)(1,436,240)(4,864,308)3,428,068-70%(7,523,867)(8,622,989)1,099,121-13%





Income and Expenditure Statement


31 December 2015


Expenditure


year to datewhole year


variancevariance


-20,00040,00060,00080,000100,000120,000JulAugSepOctNovDecJanFebMarAprMayJun$000's


2015-16 YTD Activity Expenditure


budgetactualforecast
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Net capital expenditure


actualbudgetforecastbudget


 


Democratic Process---- ----


Culture and Heritage--------


 


Community Housing-341,250341,250100% 210,0001,215,0001,005,00083%


 


Community Support24,692160,000135,30885% 324,692320,000(4,692)-1%


 Library Services1,637,7371,863,308225,57112% 3,560,6113,560,611--


 


Emergency Management43,73429,150(14,584)-50% 58,29558,295--


 


Community Facilities808,9032,769,6121,960,70971% 4,039,7185,498,2101,458,49227%


 


Roads and footpaths3,664,4596,607,2882,942,82945% 11,203,31013,292,0822,088,77216%


 Flood protection and control works242,2521,102,800860,54878% 1,606,0072,290,600684,59330%


 


Sewerage1,182,5883,833,4022,650,81469% 8,378,33116,895,6708,517,33950%


 


Stormwater drainage76,437830,059753,62291% 1,238,9431,739,118500,17529%


 


Water Supply1,186,4492,821,8021,635,35358% 6,303,45910,303,4964,000,03739%


 Solid Waste Management348,372593,525245,15341% 3,882,5315,884,0442,001,51334%


 


Environmental Science and Monitoring49,731150,000100,26967% 300,000300,000--


 


Consents and Compliance-3,2503,250100% 6,5006,500--


 


Harbour Control268,972249,452(19,520)-8% 818,900818,900--


 


Regional Development335,957475,684139,72729% 2,225,3672,261,36936,0022%


 


Investment activities562,9581,726,0001,163,04267% 3,452,0003,452,000--


 


Corporate Overheads1,405,8891,356,382(49,507)-4% 3,142,5643,142,564--


Total Net Capital Expenditure11,839,13024,912,96313,073,83352%50,751,22871,038,45920,287,23129%


variancevariance





Capital Expenditure Statement


31 December 2015


year to datewhole year


-10,00020,00030,00040,00050,00060,00070,00080,000JulAugSepOctNovDecJanFebMarAprMayJun$000's


2015-16 YTD Net Capital Expenditure


budgetactualforecast
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